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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The aims of the report
This report is concerned with the intertidal environment
of Poole Harbour, Dorset. It provides an assessment of
the relative sensitivity of different parts of that
environment to damage by water-borne oil, using
methods and criteria outlined in a later section (5). Only
intertidal plants and animals are considered in detail.
The possible effects of oilfield development on other
intertidal aspects, eg recreation, or on adjacent
environments such as heathland, are beyond the present
remit. However, maps of the major land use of adjacent
environments are included and, together with data on
the ecology of the Harbour provided here and elsewhere,
are intended to form a basis for oil-spill contingency
pla.nning.
For this reason, the report should be read in conjunction
with other documents produced as part of an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) being
conducted by BP in connection with their planned
development of the Wytch Farm Oilfield. Both the EIA
(to which the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology has already
contributed data) and the work reported here have been
commissioned by BP Petroleum Development Limited.
The core of the report is a series of 13 maps (6, p10-35),
each covering a different section of the Harbour
shoreline. They depict the major sediment and
vegetation types, their relative sensitivity, their use by
birds on a seasonal basis and the land use of areas above
the tidal limit. A brief description is given of the major
environmental features of each section. A composite
ecological sensitivity map is provided at the end of the
report (p36).
The maps are prefaced by an outline account of the
ecology of the intertidal area (2), emphasising those
features which contribute most to the variation in
shoreline type and sensitivity. Brief descriptions of
shoreline types (3) and of the use of the Harbour by
birds (4) are followed by a discussion of the basis and
limitations of the sensitivity analysis (5). It is important
to study this last section before using the maps.
1.2 The study area
The modern landscape of Poole Harbour reflects its
origin in Recent (Elandrian) times, when a post-glacial
rise in sea level submerged the lower Poole Basin. The
maximum extent of the marine transgression, reached
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Fig 1.  General map or the area covered by this repot .
about 6000 years ago, is marked by a low bluff or by cliffs
surrounding much of the Harbour above the present
shoreline. The promontories and islands which remained
above sea level form principal features of the modern
Harbour (Figure I). They have been modified during
the last 6000 years by both natural sedimentary
processes and artificial land reclamation. The former
include the accumulation of sediments delivered to the
Harbour by its rivers, the extensive growth of salt marsh
vegetation, local cliff erosion and beach development,
and the growth of sandspits at the Harbour mouth. Land
reclamation has largely been associated with the
development of the port and urban areas of Poole along
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the north shore (May 1969). The net result of these
processes has been a reduction in the area of water at
High Water Spring Tides — by more than 1000 hectares
since 6000 BC to its present area of around 3600
hectares.
The principal rivers, the Erome and the Piddle, enter the
Harbour from the west and drain the chalklands of
Dorset. In the south, the Corfe River drains the
Wealden sands and clays in the Isle of Purbeck, and the
remaining rivers and streams, of which the Sherford
River entering Lytchett Bay is the largest, drain the
Eocene deposits surrounding the Harbour. The total
catchment exceeds 300 square miles. River-borne
sediments have been derived mainly from
plains, from the seams of pipe clay in the Bagshot Beds,
and from the deposits of London blay surrounding them.
In more recent times, the amount of sediment
transported in the rivers will have been affected by
changes in land use. For example, it will be increased by
converting water meadows tO arable land or by military
activities, but decreased by the extensive planting of
conifers. Present-day sediment loads are thought to be
relatively limited, confined mainly to periods of high run-
off, and small compared to the redistribution ofsediment
following the recession ofSpartina marsh (2). The rivers
Frome and Piddle are also likely to be among the main
sources of nutrient input to the 'Harbour, together with
the final effluents from sewage treatment at Poole (Holes
Bay), Lytchett Bay and Kevsworth.
Except where they have been reclaimed for agriculture,
afforestation or urban development, the Bagshot Sands
fringing the Harbour and on the islands have developed
a characteristic type of lowland heath. Humus-iron
podzols are the predominant soil type, with gleyed
podzols in some areas. Valleys on the heathland leading
into the Harbour contain deposits of Sphagnum peat,
and valley mires occur locally. Transitions from heathland
to intertidal salt marsh occur at several points along the
highly-indented southern shore line but, particularly in
the west, such transitions have been modified by
reclamation banks. To landward of these often ancient
banks are grazing marshes and water meadows which,
although modified in places by improved drainage and
fertilizer application, form an integral part of the brackish
marsh habitat (particularly that utilized by wading birds
and wildfowl).
The diversity of vegetation types and the presence of
large, representative, and undeveloped, area.s of
heathland along the southern shore is reflected in the
statutory protection afforded much of it by nature
conservation and other designations (see eg EIA Report
Volume 1). By contrast, the northern shore has been
considerably modified, transitions to semi-natural
vegetation types occurring only in west Lytchett Bay and
the north-western part of Holes Bay.
The Harbour entrance is marked by 2 low-lying sandy
spits. Although their origins are poorly understood
(Steers 1946; Robinson 1955; Kidson 1963); it is
believed that they have developed towards each other by
longshore drift, material being derived from the erosion
of the Bournemouth cliffs to the north and both the
outcrop off hertiary cliffs and the bed of Studland Bav to
the south. On South Haven Peninsula the redistributed
Bagshot sands have developed a dune heathland
vegetation, but the Sandbanks Spit has been extensively
developed for recreational and residential purposes. The
narrow Harbour mouth effectively prevents large-scale
marine transport ofsediments into the Harbour (the ebb
current can reach 5 knots (2.6 in/sec) at Spring tides —
Bird & Ranwell 1964).
2 THE INTERTIDAL AREA
2.1 The tidal regime
The intertidal area between extreme high and low water
Spring tides comprises about 80% of the total area ofthe
Harbour. It consists of sandflats, mudflats and marshes
drained by a relatively stable system of creeks and
channels. The pattern of low-water channels, with minor
changes, is similar to that first surveyed 200 years ago.
Three main systems can be distinguished: Wareham
channel and its associated channels draining the upper
Harbour and the north, the Wytch channel system
draining the central southern area, and the South Deep
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draining the bays and flats south of Brownsea Island
(Figure 1).
The relative stability of the channel systern is clearly
related to the constraining effects  or the promontories
and islands, which prevent the extensive lateral
migration of low water channels characteristic of large
estuaries such as the Dee or Morecambe Bay (Marker
1967: Kestner 1961: Gray 1972). Channel stability, and
indeed the survival of the narrow inlet to the Harbour
(Green 1940), also depends on the small tidal range.
Tidal range, and other features of the tidal regime of the
Harbour are ill Lts t r ated in Figure 2. Perhaps most
notable is the double high water, a feature of tides along
the coast from Portsmouth to Lulworth. The behaviour
of the high water stand is rarely as smooth as depicted in
Figure 2, the times and relative heights of the 2 high
waters, particularly at neap tides, being readily affected
by meteorological conditions. Variations ill barometric
pressure and wind strength and direction frequently
produce departures Mom the pattern predicted under
calm conditions — although the time of low water varies
rather less from that predicted.
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Notwithstanding such variations, the tide in the Harb(llir
is above Mean Level (which is slightly above 0 1)
Newlyn) from about 2 hours after Low Water to about 2
hours belbre the next Low Water. Coupled with the
small tidal range (approximately 1.8 ni at Springs and 0.6
m at neaps) the presence of water above Mean Tide
Level for around 16 out of 24 hours imparts a lagoon-like
characteristic to the Harbour and its shoreline. This has
several important ecological consequences.
First, the fringe of salt marshes is confined vertically to a
relatively narrow band at the top of the tidal range. The
lower limit of Spartina anglica is at about +0.05 m 0I),
and the Highest Astronomical Tide (lbr 1985) at +1.30
m 01). The lower Spartina limit, near Mean Tide Level
(see Figure 2), was estimated by Ranwell el al. (1964)
who comment on the remarkable implication that, at that
time, some Sparlina marshes must have experienced
about 5800 hours of tidal submergence per year,
including, in areas such as Arne Bay, several periods of
more than 9 hours of continuous submergence.
Hubbard's reassessment of the Poole tidal data,
revealing periods of more than 23 hours of continuous
submergence , suggested dlat tidal subrn.ergence was not
solely responsible for limiting the seaward spread of
Sparlina, an assertion backecrby experimental evidence
(Hubbard 1969). The notion that mechanical factors,
especially the physical effect of wind-generated waves at
High Water, are important in limiting salt marsh spread
is supported by the general disposition of salt marsh and
other Intertidal sediments. Salt marsh is largely confined
to the more sheltered bays and inlets, and areas of
erosion are commonly found opposite the longest wave
fetch, particularly from the prevailing wind direction (the
south-west). Sediments thus eroded at high tide level are
often redistributed locally, the growth of t.ind and
shingle spits being associated with nearby cliff erosion
(eg on Brownsea Island, Furzey Island, in the north
Arne area, and at Shipstal Point).
Second, because it results in a relatively short exposure
time of the inter-tidal fiats, the tidal regime limits the
availability of invertebrates to their bird predators,
chiefly waders. The tide level depicted in Figure 1 is a
relatively rare event! More often, waders fintd their
feeding grounds submerged. Indeed, the difficulties they
face in obtaining food may be exacerbated by
meteorological conditions which can lead to the Feeding
areas remaining submerged throughout several tidal
cycles. Thus, the tidal regime is likely to be a major factor
limiting the numbers of waders using the Harbour
during the winter months. Studies of the ways in which
those birds present utilize such a reduced and
unpredictable food resource would provide important
insights into the likely impact &development within the
Harlmur (see 4).
Third, the relatively poor flushing characteristics of the
Harbour have enabled it historically to act as a 'settling
tanL hi which sediments of-fluvial orHn have
accumulated. This is reflected in a general gradient of
sediment types from the silts and clays of the upper
Wareham channel to sands and gravels near the Harbour
mouth (3). Poor flushing characteristics will also enable
nutrients and pollutants discharged into the upper
Harbour to reside longer within the Harbour than is the
ease in high-energy estuaries such as the Severn or
Morecambe Bay.
2.2 Sparlina
Changes in the intertidal area of Poole Harbour this
century have been dominated by the arrival, spread and
decline of the grass Spartina anglica. First recorded from
the Harbour around 1890 (at Ower) this remarkable
species spread rapidly and was widely planted. By 1924
it covered more than 775 ha of intertidal mudflat.
Stratigraphical studies (Bird & Ranwell 1964; Ra.nwell
1961; Hubbard & Stebbings 1967) have indicated that
the general marsh level was raised in someareas of the
upper Harbour by more than 180 cm, and that Sparhna-
accreted sediment depths of more than a metre are
common, with a possible gradient to shallower sediments
towards the Harbour mouth.
Poole Harbour in general, and Arne Bay in particular,
were the major sonrce of plants and seeds of Spartina
exported to other parts of the British coast and around
the world. Between 1924 and 1936 alone, more than
175 000 plant fragments were sent to Mier 130 sites
(Hubbard 1965).
In the mid 1920s, the Spartina -dominated marshland
beg,an to recede from many parts of the Harbour
(although it was still spreading in other parts). The loss of
marshland has become particularly noticeable in recent
years in areas such as Holes Bay and the south-east
corner, but detailed studies indicate that the rate of
recession has accelerated only slightly within the
Harbour as a whole (Gray & Pearson 1983, 1984). By
1980 around 360 hectares, more than 46% of die 1924
area, had been lost, 189 hectares since 1959. In the last
30 years more than 100 ha, approximately two-thirds of'
the 1952 area, has been lost from the south shore
eastwards of Fitzworth Point and south of Brownsea
Island. The loss of marsh from the lower Harbour is
relatively recent. Spar/ilia was present on Soldier
Ground, north of Brownsea Island, as late as 1938
(Green el al. 1952), and was actively invading parts of
the south-east shore in the 1950s.
The spread and subsequent decline oLS'parlina in the
Harbour has thus been on a major scale (in areal terms it
is equivalent to the growth of. around 1100 lbodiall
pitches and the later loss of more than 500 football
pitches!). It has been accompanied by large-scale
physiographic and sedimentary changes and these are
reflected in bed-level fluctuations in several of the major
channels. The general deepening of the channels
between the hydrographic surveys 41849 and 1934
occurred during the entrapment of large volumes of
formerly mobile sediments as Sparlina spread rapidly
from the 1890s onwards.
Between 1934 and 1954 there was considerable
shallowing of most major channels, presumably as
sediment was released . from the marshes, now in
widespread recession. Although shallowing continues
today in parts of the upper estuary (eg the upper Wytch
channel) — the seaward end of most major channels has
deepened during the past 30 years. Extensive recent
scouring in the lower Harbour (possibly related to an
increase in tidal volume in the Harbour as mudflat levels
were lowered during marsh loss) is evident along much
of the shoreline.
The changes in Sparlina marsh in the Llarbour underline
the importance, in attempting to assess the sensitivity of
present shorelines, of taking into account the pace and
scale of the physical and biological changes which may
occur within the intertidal environment.
$ SHORELINE TYPES
Poole Harbour contains a great variety of shorelines
ranging from reed- and marsh-covered mudflats to
sandflats and shingle beaches. Indeed, if the dunes at the
Harbour mouth arid the chalk cliffs to the south arc
included, most types of British coastal habitat are
represented within a relatively small area.
Eor the purposes of the present survey, and of this
report, it was necessary to characterise this variety
relatively simple way. Furthermore, the period available
fin fieldwork did not allow either a comprehensive
analysis ofsediment particle-size distribution or a
complete classification of the plant communities.
However, it was possible to compare a simple
classification of both sediment and vegetation types with
some earlier work — in the case of sediment types with a
particie-size analysis which formed part of a benthic
invertebrate survey in the period 1970-75 (unpublished
data held by ITE of-work by Stubbings, Arnold,
Anderson, Allen, Ranwell and McGrorty fbr the Nature
Conservancy), and in the case of vegetation, with more
recent studies of the Harbour salt marshes (Gray &
Pearson 1983, 1984; and unpublished data of Gray,
Coyte and Myers).
3.1 Unvec-etated beaches and flats
Within the Harbour 6 major categories of beach material
were distinguished: mud, sandy mud, muddy sand,
sand, shingle and boulders. The first 4 types are very
broad textural classifications for the sediments below the
coarse sand fraction (below 1 mm average grain size or
above 0  (1) ) and generally occurred as intertidal flats.
They included areas of silts and clays (<63 micron
particle size), of coarse sands, and of sediments
intermediate to these which could be crudely
distinguished in the field by rubbing between the
fingers, and by their general texture. Some coarser sands
(up to 2 mm) occurred on shelving beaches.
The category 'shingle' includes both true shingle beaches
composed largely of pebbles at about high tide level, and
also gravel beaches and spits in which pebbles occur in a
matrix offiner material, often extending down to low
tide. As noted earlier, the pebbles largely originate Irian
the Bagshot Beds and the Pleistocene gravels which cap
these, Wihereas most of the larger cobbles and boulders
strewn on the upper beaches, particularly the boulders
more than 200 m in diameter, are Purbeck limestone
derived from nearby sea walls and breakwaters.
The distribution of these sediment types is shown in
detail on each of the 13 maps in 6. The text
accompanying these maps also indicates some features of
possible importance to oil-spill planning such as the
firmness of the substrates. Where they were evident at
the time of survey, notes \ \ ere made on the obvious
benthic organisms. eg ire-aka/a casts. and on the
presence of marine abrae, but it should be emphasised
that these observations were unsystematic. Evidence of
bait digging was noted.
In general the finer sediments occur, as expected, in the
upper Harbour and in the sheltered bays and inlets. The
upper Wareham Channel and Holes Bay are 2 areas
where well-sorted silts and clays produce very soft
mudflats. Along the middle section of the northern
shore, from Hamworthv to Baiter, and in the south
around Arne, are found poorly sorted gravel beaches,
sometimes with pebbles in a matrix of mud. Towards the
Harbour mouth a very wide range of'sediment types
occurs but these are dominated by the coarser fractions
including sands and shingles. The local variation which
occurs within these broad divisions can be seen on the
maps.
3.2 Salt marshes
The intertidal areas covered by flowering plants have
been investigated in rather more detail. For example, 8
different vegetation types were recognised on the basis
of a detailed survey  of Holes Bay, an area in some
respects floristically impoverished (Gray & Pearson
1983). For the purposes of this report, however, the
plant communities have been grouped into 3 major
categories: Sparlena marsh, upper salt marsh and reeds.
' marsh includes salt marshes which consist
entirely ofSpar/Ina anglica or are dominated by this
species. In many areas; particularly to the west of
Fitzworth Point, there are gradual transitions from this
type of marsh to one in which Spadinais only a minor
component. Among the species which have commonly
invaded Spartina marshes are Halimione portulacoides,
Purcinetha maritima and, in the upper estuary,
Phragmites australis and Elsrmus prchanthus. As indicated
in 2.2, the ,SIpadina marshes are undergoing
considerable change. The lower limits of these marshes
tend to be around +0.05 ni OD (extremes down to
+0.15 in) with an upper limit around +0.9 m.
The 'upper salt marsh' is a rather broad category of'
vegetation type containing at least 3 recognisably
different communities. The most seaward of these is
generally dominated by Plantago mar/It/mabut may
contain Many species. A second type are the brackish
rush communities dominated by „fancily mat-Wm-my J.
gerardil or Scirpusmart/emus, which may become very
rich in species, particularly where transitions to
unimproved grazing marsh occur. A third, rather
Unirorm, type ofsalt marsh develops on the locally bett er
drained areas and is usually characterised by Elymas
anIllus.
Finally, areas of dense Phragmilev austratis comprise a
floristically and structurally different type of brackish
marsh (limited to chlorinities below 1.2%).
The presence of other vegetation types, eg vegetated
sInngle, and transitions to predominantly terrestrial
communities, such as carr, dunes or heathland, although
not mapped, are noted in the text surrounding the maps.
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Perhaps the animals most obviously and immediately
affected by water-borne oil, and around which most
public concern has centred following past oil-spills, are
the birds. Clearly, any attempt to assess the relative
sensitivity of different shorelines to oil should consider
the extent to which they are used by birds. Ideally, it
should incorporate tiorfle measure of the numbers of'
birds of all species using each area, the relative
'conservation value' of each species, and the relative
susceptibility of those species to oil damage. In practice,
all 3 aspects are difficult to measure. Each is considered
separately below.
•1.1 Numbers and distribution
The ornithological interest of the Harbour is lOcused on
its populatlinis of overwintering waders and wildfowl.
Since 1969, the Dorset Bird Club has made monthly
counts of these groups as part of the BTO/RSPB/WT
'Birds of Estuaries Enquiry' (Prater 1981). These data,
kindly III ade available to us by Dr D ji Godfrey, are the
main source (Or this analysis. They have been
augmented by recent studies (Goss-Custard & Durcll
1983, 1984; gromby 1983; Harvey & Bradftwd 1984),
by references to local bird reports of the Dorset Natural
History and Archaeological Society, 1976-82. by
discussion with local reserve wardens, and by some
limited fieldwork aimed at covering the more serious
gaps in our knowledge (eg the area off Kevsworth, sizes
and sites of gull roosts (Duren, unpublished data)).
Counting birds in an area like Poole Harbour is
extremely difficult. The highly indented shoreline, about
84 km (52 miles) plus a further 15 km (9.25 miles)
around the islands, presents considerable logistic
problems. Synchronising counts and following bird
movements in the inaccessible areas are difficult. Many
factors influence the distribution of waders and wildfind
including food supply, meteorological conditions and the
state of the tide. Thus, counts made on a particular day
each month, irrespective of tidal conditions, may be
misleading.
Instead of using monthly means. therefore, the analysis
presented here is based on the highest 10 counts made
in each month in each area of the Harbour during the
period 1969-83. This figure is likely to provide an over-
estimate of the average population size of each species
but this is unimportant in view of the immediate
objective. Calculating average population sizes or
allowing for errors caused by counting birds more than
once (eg in adjacent areas) is less important than sonic
Fig 3. General distribution ol.shelduck.
Fig 4. General distribution of black-tailed godwit,
est imate ofthe maximum number of birds which could
be in a particular area (and potentially oiled) ai any one
time.
To enable general compat
areas, the birds have been
according to their pattern
groups, plus other species
separately in 6.
4.1.1 Intertidal birds
The first group, containing most species, includes all
birds which feed on the intertidal flats or marshes at low
water, and roost or feed around the edge of the Harbour
at high water. These are labelled 'Intertidal' birds in 6.
They include all the wader species, except lapwing, and,
among the wildfowl, mallard, teal, wigeon,
shelduck, Brent goose and mute swan. Many of these
birds roost in the lagoon on Brownsea Island, with
waders also roosting at Arne and Studland and ducks
roosting at Little Sea and Poole Park.
Individual species, of course, have different distributions
over the intertidal feeding grounds. The 2 species whose
distributions are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, shelduck
and black-tailed godwit, (conservationally, the most
important species — see 4.2) have rather similar density
patterns — reflecting their preference for the
invertebrates which occur in muddicr areas. Other
intertidal species have very different distribution
patterns. For example, bar-tailed godwit concentrate in
the sandier areas around Sandbanks and near the
Harbour mouth, ringed plover are most common along
the north shore, especially the area around Parkstone,
spotted redshank prefer the upper Harbour, especially
the Wyteh and Middlebere channels, and so on.
There is also considerable variation between species in
their temporal use of the Harbour — although the 4
winter months, November-February, are the most
important over all. For example, oystercatcher numbers
remain high from August to February, ringed plover
numbers peak in August/September, grey plover show a
distinct peak in February, and so on.
The pie diagrams of intertidal birds in 6 disguise this
variation in the temporal and spatial use of‘ the Harbour
by different species. Their shape is influenced in many
areas by the numbers of dunlin, the most numerous
species (hence the frequency of February peaks).
Nevertheless, they provide a means of comparing
different areas of the Harbour on a month-by-month
basis in terms of the total numbers of birds likely to be
lbund there irrespective of species.
isons to be made between
divided into $ main groups
of use ofthe Harbour. These
of interest, are considered
Fig 5. General distribution of black-headed gull.
4.1.2. Gulls
The second group of birds which occur in the Harbour in
large numbers are the gulls. They are found at both low
and high water, feeding and roosting on the mudflats and
on the water. Numerically they are dominated by black-
headed gulls, the concentrations of which along the north
shore, especially in Holes Bay and Lytchett Bay, (Figure
5) reflect their attraction to urban areas, waste tips, and
sewage outfalls. They are present in large numbers
throughout the year, nesting on the salt marshes in
colornes•whose locations change under the pressures of
predation. The highest numbers oceur in February,
hence the common peak in the total gull figures in that
month in most areas.
Gulls, and again predominantly black-headed gulls, also
roost in the Harbour at night, coming together in large
numbers from the surrounding countryside at what are
often traditional roosting sites. The position and density
of the major night-time roosts as determined by a survey
in November 1984 (Durell, unpublished data) are
illustrated in Figure 6. (Actual numbers are given in the
text acCompanying the maps.)
4.1.3 Diving birds
A third group of birds typically feed in the Harbour at
high water and in the deeper channels or at sea during
low water. This group includes the cormorant,
goldeneye, great crested grebe and red-breasted
merganser (the distribution map of which is shown in
Figure 7). Terns, which are not overwintering birds but
Fig 6. Major gull roosts November I 981.
Fig 7. General distribution of red-breasted nlerganser.
nest on Brownsea Island, are included in this group. All
these birds are fish eaters.
4.1.4 Other species
Other species which largely feed outside the intertidal
area will sometimes roost or fted in the Harbour. These
include birds which feed mainly in the fields such as
lapwing (Figure 8) or Canada goose, and also waterfowl
such as scaup, shoveler, tufted duck, pochard, gadwall
Fig 8. General distribution oflapwing.
and moorhen which feed mainly on nearby lakes and
ponds (notably Little Sea, Brownsea and Poole Park).
Where such birds are concentrated in a particular area,
and may occasionally encounter water-borne oil within
the Harbour, they are mentioned in the text, and
seasonal variation in the numbers of the most important
species depicted.
4.2 Conservation value
By considering only the total numbers of birds in each
part of the Harbour, regardless of species, we are
ignoring variation in the perceived 'conservation value'
of different species. Avocets have arguably more public
appeal than gulls, and red-breasted mergansers more
appeal than cormorants. They are also, in both cases,
rarer. In fact, it is the relative rarity of species which
provides the only objective measure of conservation
value. More specifically, the criterion applied to each
species is the proportion which the local population of
that species represents of the estimated British, and
West European, populations. Where this proportion
exceeds 1% of these populations, the species is deemed
to be of national or international importance respectively.
In Poole Harbour, the populations of 2 species exceed
the international 1% figure: shelduck and black-tailed
godwit. Prater (1981) lists a further 7 species whose
numbers exceed the national 1% figure: redshank, ruff,
teal, pintail, shoveler, red-breasted merganser, and
Canada goose. Consideration of the 10 highest counts, as
in this analysis, would also add ringed plover, grey
plover, curlew, spotted redshank, greenshank,
cormorant, gadwall and Brent goose to the list of species
reaching the national 1% level (but see Prater 1981
p128).
These measures provide a means of weighting the
sensitivity assessment to account fbr the relative
'importance' of different species (see 5).
4.3 Susceptibility to oil
Species vary in their susceptibility to oil pollution. Past
incidents, including those in the Harbour (Ranwell &
Hewett 1964), have indicated that diving birds, which
often attempt to escape water-borne oil by diving and
resurfacing elsewhere, are especially prone to become
heavily oiled. In the 1961 Poole oil spill divers, great-
crested grebes and red-breasted mergansers were
particularly badly affected.
Gulls are likely to be most susceptible when roosting in
vast rafts at night-time, but less affected when scattered
over their feeding grounds. Partly oiled birds may,
however, disperse over a very wick: area making clean-
up difficult. Among the intertidal birds those with
alternative feeding areas, such as nearby fields, will be
less affected, for example, than those which feed
habitually at the tide edge, or even (as Brent goose and
some long-billed waders) in shallow water.
The factors influencing susceptibility are poorly
understood and it ha.s not been possible to incorpor ate
variation in susceptibility into this assessment of
shoreline sensitivity. In particular the sensitivity of a
certain shoreline has been assessed without regard to the
diving birds which may feed in the major channels to
seaward of it (and through which oil might pass on its
way to the shore). Clearly these aspects need to be
considered during oil-spill contingency planning.
5 ECOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY ASSESS M EN'I'
5.1 Methods
The shorelines and intertidal area of the Harbour were
surveyed at times of Low Water Spring Tides and
classified according to the types outlined in 3. This field
survey was combined with a study ofrecent aerial
photographs to produce the maps which follow. In turn,
the maps, together with data on birds (4), have fiirmed
the basis of the ecological sensitivity assessment.
Assessment of the relative sensitivity of diflerent
shorelines and intertidal areas to water-borne oil \\ s
based on a modification of the original method of
Gundlach and Haves (1978). This method attempts to
integrate physical properties such as sediment type and
wave energy levels with biological characteristics. It
recognises the generally increasing vulnerability to oil-
spill damage of increasingly slieltered, and hence usually
muddier, shorelines. It has been modified in the light of
experience (Hayes  el al.  1980: Gundlach  et .  1981),
especially where the biological sensitivity of intertidal
flats has been shown by particular incidents to be greater
than would be predicted from sediment type and energy
levels alone.
Hayes  et al. (1980)  presently recognise 10 categories of
shoreline in order of increasing vulnerability, from
exposed rocky headlands to sheltered salt marshes.
These are as follows:
1.  Exposed rocky headlands where wave action keeps
most oil offshore and biomass is often low.
9. Eroding wave-cal plalfirms  from which oil is usually
removed quickly by waves.
3.  Fine-grained sand beaches into which most o 1 does
not penetrate far, from which it can be removed
mechanically and where recovery (of, say,
amphipods) may occur relatively quickly.
4.  ilfedium- and coarse-grained beaches where oil may
penetrate, making cleaning difficult, but may be
removed naturally within months.
5.  Mixed sand and gravel beaches which oil may
penetrate rapidly and where it may persist for long
periods.
6.  Gravel beaches into which oil penetrates most
deeply and may persist, but where the biomass is
often low.
7. Exposed compacted tidal flats  which oil does not
readily penetrate but 'where, as established by the
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Amoco Cadiz oil spill, biological damage may be
extensive.
8. Sheltered rocky coasts where oil may persist for many
years in what is often a biologically-rich shoreline
type.
9.  Sheltered estuarine tidal flats  whicli are vulnerable
areas of high biomasS and diversity and where
long-term persistent oil may prevent re-
colonization by some species.
10.  Sheltered salt marshes,  the biologically most
productive type, where oit may have very
damaging and persistent effects.
Two important consklerations have been made in
applying tins type of vulnerability index to Poole
Harbour.
First, it is clear that most of the intertidal area within the
Harbour can be classified as categories 9 or IC, the two
most vulnerable shoreline types. The Harbour as a whole
has a very high sensitivity to water-borne oil. At the
same time, the presence of areas ofrelatively insensitive
sandy beaches in categories 3 and 4 should kenoted.
Second, the vulnerability index does not take account of
factors which may produce highly local effects. For
example, local variations in drainap:e characteristics,
depth of disturbance, and water taI3le behaviour have
been observed to affect oil penetration and retention in
intertidal sediments (Little  el al.  1981). Similarly, the
effects of oil on  Spartina  marshes can range from
complete destruction of the vegetation to apparent
growth stimulation, depending on the type of oil and the
season and frequency of its application (Baker 1971;
Baker  et al.  1984). The value of predictions of the
sensitivity of Poole Harbour shorelines would be greatly
enhanced by a knowledge of the behaviour of  local  oil in
the range of  local  sediments and marshes. To what
extent does the frequent disturbance by bait digging of
the gravel beaches and flats of the north shore, for
example, affect both their capacity to absorb and retain
oil and also their clean-up capability? Is it possible within
highly vulnerable areas of intertidal marshland to locate
areas of less sensitive vegetation to which, in an
emergency, oil might be moved? Indeed, might it not be
desirable in such circumstances, perhaps in the winter,
when nearby intertidal bird populations are threatened,
to use such marshes to 'mop up' water-borne oil? (When
oiled in winter,  Spartina  marshes and reed beds may
recover by the next spring, exporting much of the oil in
the form of detritus (Baker  el al.  1984).)
Answers to this type of detailed question will clearly form
the basis of oil-spill contingency planning. but cannot be
provided from a sensitivity assessment based on a
shoreline survey alone. Nonetheless, it is equally clear
that such an assessment provides the essential general
framework, both for answering questions of detail and
within which oil-spill contingency plans can be
formulated. The proven value an-d efficacy of the
vulnerability index in the absence of experimental
evidence (Hayes el al. 1981; Baker et al. 1984) suggest
that is is a helpful and positive first step in such
finmulations.
In the maps which follow, a four-point scale ofecological
sensitivity has been adopted. Shorelines and intertidal
areas have been colour-coded from green to red in order
of increasing general sensitivity to water-borne oil.
Where they are known, local variations within the overall
sensitivity grading are referred to in the text
accompanying the maps. The procedure has involved
first delimiting the least and most sensitive areas (where
these clearly correspond to beach types as defined by the
Gundlach k Hayes index) and then to interpolate the
position of other beaches Cm the basis of sediment type,
invertebrate biomass and bird use. (Where areas carried
large populations of bar-tailed godwit or shelduck,
example, they were deemed to be of high sensitivity.)
5.2 Limitations
It is important to note the following limitations to the
current sensitivity assessment.
First, it is necessarily limited by the amount and quality
of information available to us at present. As well as
experimental data of the type referred to in 5.1, more
data, eg on the fine-scale distribution of benthic
invertebrates and on bird feeding patterns, would
undoubtedly increase the resolution of, and even modify,
the sensitivity grading of different shorelines.
Furthermore, knowledge of the distribution and
diversity of sub-tidal organisms within the Harbour and
the possible effects of oil on them is needed for any final
assessment of relative vulnerability.
Second, the assessment does not fully take account of the
interdependence of different parts of the Harbour's
ecosystem. For example, a relatively insensitive area
may form an integral part of the exploitation of the
Harbour by birds which largely feed and roost
elsewhere. It is important to consider the extent to which
the effects of oil damage in one bay may be transmitted
to other areas, both physically and biologically. Again,
more data, particularly on projected oil movement, will
•increase both the precision and reality of the grading
exercise.
Third, it should be remembered that such an analysis is
essentially a snap-shot of present conditions. Intertidal
areas are highly dynamic, as evidenced by the rates of
recession of Spartina marsh and the concomitant
sedimentary and hydrological changes (2). Changes in
sensitivity will ipsolhao follow both these changes in
sediment type, as well as other changes such as bird
feeding and roosting patterns (known from recent work
to have changed in detail from the average picture
presented here for 1969-83). The need to keep such an
analysis up to date is compelling.
Finally, it should be stressed that the assessment is of
ecologicalsensitivity, specifically ignoring questions of
land use or valuation. A full environmental sensitivity
analysis may need to incorporate such Dctors. For
6 SHOREL 1 NE MAPS
For the purpose of mapping, Poole Harbour has been
divided into 13 conveniently-sized sections (see adjacent
map). In the remainder of this report each section is
covered by 2 pages of maps and information.
On the first page is a location map, a general description
of the area, a map of the relative ecological sensitivity of
the shorelines, a map of the major types ofland use above
the tidal limit, and data on seasonal variation in bird
numbers. The bird data have been pooled into 3 main
groups, representing 3 groups of species (Intertidal birds,
Gulls and Diving birds) which use the harbour in different
ways (see 4.1). In each case the areaof a sector in the pie
charts represents the number of all birds of that group
wlnch might be found in that section of thc harbour in
that month (based on data using the highest 10 counts,
1969-83, as outlined in 4.1). This enables overall
comparisons to be made between groups, months, and
different sections of the harbour.
On the second page is a map of the major sediment and
vegetation types, together with an illustrated description
of the shoreline in that section.
A composite ecological sensitivity map is shown on p.36.
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example, the fine-grained sand beaches at Shell Bay and
Studland have a relatively low sensitivity in terms of
their biomass levels and vulnerability to long-term oil-
spill damage. Vet they are very popular summer bathing
beaches. Similarly, water-based recreation along the
north shore may alter its general 'sensitivity..
Despite these limitations, it is hoped that the ecological
sensitivity analysis provided here, and, in particular, the
set of maps which follow, will form the basis of oil-spill
contingency planning into which considerations of the
type outlined above can be incorporated. With additional
data, the prospect is good thr well-formulated and
practicable plans for dealing with tide-borne oil in Poole
Harbour. The relevance of these plans, and this analysis,
is unaffected by the source or oil, be it from oilfield
development or, as in,January 1961 (Ranwell & Hewett
1964), resulting from a commercial shipping accident.
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1. Sandbanks
Flanked by two largc yacht clubs, the wide sandy bay enclosed
by thc Sandbanks penMsula is a focus lin t. water-based rec-
reation. The Mtertidal area is used for mooring pleasure craft,
and in recent years the bay has been the htvoured alva Ihr sail-
boarding. The nearby holiday beaches on the seaward side of
the penMsula and across the fert-v at Shell Bay )11)(1 Stud land
attract large numbers of sonmter visitors.
The generally firm sandy substrates are Iringed in places at
their upper edge by shingle or narrow sand beaches. Boulders,
mostly derived from sea walls, are scattered on the upper
Leach, being particularly frequent along the 2 sections of beach
at the mouth of the hay. The small area of salunarsh is a
remnant of more extensive marsh in this area where the sedi-
ments Lave become increasingly sandy. Aerial photographs
taken in 1924 reveal a network of meandering intertidal creeks
typical of fine mud sediments.
Almost the entire shoreline is protected by concrete or Stone
embankments. A small area of non-tidal vegetation occurs
above the safinmrsh. Although the sahmarsh is relatively small,
it contains most of the common intertidal plants Ibund in the
Harbour. Similarly, the numbers of intertidal birds are rela-
tively small but most or the commoner species occur. At the
same time, easy public access from the road which fringes the
bay and the broad views across the Harbour entrance and
beyond attract large numbers of people throughout the   ear.
Consequently, this section of shoreline is one where people tt11-1
wildlife interact to an unusually huge degree. a Fact which may
inerease the wider general 'Sensitivity' or tile area to oil pol-
lution.
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The number of intertidal birds, measured as thr average numbers of all spedeS,
towel' iii this SectiOn of shoreline than all others except Hamworthy Mtap 4).
Dunlin, which feeds on a relatively wide range of substrate, is the most numerous
species. However. Sandbanks, in association \vith the nearby roost on Bro \ nsea,
is the most important area for the small Poole Harbour bar-tailed godwit popu-
lation, (<2(10 average), more than half of which may be found here. Up to )0% of
the Poole Harbour population ()I' ringed plover and 17% or the turnstone inav
occur here. hut again the absolute numbers are low.
Black-headed gulls, feeding intertidally and roosting at high tide out in the bay,
are the most numerous gull species (here and in all areas but Brownsea and
Surdland Bay) but at Sandbanks rarely exceed 5% of their Poole Harbour total.
Although the number of common gulls is low ft. 30) it represents around 25% of
the total Harbour population.
The deep channel seaward of the bay, the area around Brownsea island (map 13)
and the Harbour entrance are major Feeding areas Ihr diving birds leg divers,
grebes, cormorants). Most severely all)ceted by the I 9G1 oil spill near the Harbour
mouth (Ranwell & Hewett 1964) these species include the red-breasted mer-
ganSer, the numbers of which counted along this shoreline may reach PO% of the
Harbour total, goldeneye (1))5%) and cormorant (5'/O).
1. Sandbanks
Hertirbra
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To the south-east il iii Poole Harbour Tacht ChM . Ilia wide
fit m sand heach is exposed at low spring rides tahove a The tipper limit
is marked be private gardens. small sea walls. landing stages and slip-
ways. Scam:red boulders occur, especially near die Marina.
0 100 500
metres
1000
Hann the li:oval 1\-lotor Yacht Club (7) westwards to North I [actin point
Oh) a firm satidy Insich with shingle patches along its upper edge extends
out to the main channel at low spring tides. The length or shoreline
running south-east lo the chain ferry (above) is Caced by stone and
conerefe walls below private gardens.
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5outh til an out LW pipe 12:
Loa ITtritc »tiztiling Clui tier F,. tippet
streta  t t nciiln !sunders. Marl%  rri [ in
 ral '44 I he !Hi
lia r private residences are retain. t
 lino
'rock-tilled wire baskets; lelg Ilhe lnach here
ht Me not th and is citte hit bail !as it HIler
graval bettelb with yfidelti scattered Hal:hers
cora be Vailei„- rental] ;
 no -sand below. and Iota
Road. to i (Huge of salt thatch alt•. saInnarsli concitrise
alta el  5partnnni tnatight bith a mixed maim: including alcgai and
nSnahnholia henontin, ;Taos c this and along the drift line,
and  tronn;tn  nirenn(nrinvy. The welter al r 'arr at the  top  of the Shure
patches of St.•ipip rgamitto and J'higgniltf;
To seirward of these Itinging twitches and plum to the
wain shipping, eliiitti,l S a wide expanse till Firm iitttrtirlal sandllats.
These are regularly dug tur hait I prineipalli,
 n'Irenniendo m(itinna)
and the presence of shallow issuer for much oh the tidal  cycle  attracts
large ntiiith eis ut sail-hoard users..lbe main hundreds of pleastir e erall
wIfich may be moored along this ithorelillf: are concentrated in the
southern part oh he bay (leli).
Almost the entire shoreline is Jinni-chid hy a concrete embankment. Ai
its toe, to the south ol the marsh, a sinall shingle beach or seatterts1
boulders occur and west of the jetts where the road joins the shoreline(6) the beach is densely covered 'will.' boulders.
2. Parkstone
The shoreline from Poole Ouav to the Poole Harbour Yacht Club
—
Marina includes the 2 embavments of Parkstone Bay and The Blue
Lagoon.
Apart from these bays the intertidal fringe is narrow and exposed
or relatively short periods. The intertidal substrates are highly
varied from gravels in (he east to line sands and muds in (he west.
Most beaches are extensively dug for bait and those in the rust are
used lift recreation in the summer. There is a slipw av for the public
to launch boats at Baiter.
With the exception of parts of Baiter and The Blue lagoon. the high
tide level is marked by artificial ernbankrnents. These include loose-
nick, stone and concrete-faced walls, metal pilings and gabions.
The grasslands, on reclaimed land, at Baiter and \ limn an
integral part oCthis area and are used lw intertidal birds for roosting
and feeding. Poole Park. with its boating and other lakes, is also a
lircus tbr birds. mainly waterfowl.
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"lie most numerous intertidal bird species are dillihn and mallard Dunlin
and other intertidal feeders, are able I.() feed in the upper. north-eastern,
part of Parkstone Bay which is uncovered at neap tides. and exposed for
over 6 hours on Spring tides (Goss-Custar d & 1981). Nlallard are
attracted to the freshwater areas at Poole Park..11though less ittimerous.
ringed plover. which generally IN efer til teed on sandier substrates. and
turnstone, a gravel beach feeder. ma," or cur in nurnbers hich exceed tilD/c
and 40% respectively of their Poole Harbour total. The numbers of
oystercatchers. feeding in the I I—e.us at high tide and in wet weather, /na
also reach nearly 50% of the Poole Harbour population
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Black-headed gulls, idso feeding in the lields mtertidally, occur in large
numbers, particular ly iii February. fhey are attracted to Poole Park and will
roost on the Boating Lake. Although the numbers are much smaller
(> 1500 black-headed gulls compared to < 50 common gulls) this area
is the most important in the Har born/ Eir common gulls.
Also attracted to the Park are Hiked ducks (at c.420 up to 75% or the
Harbour population), coot (270) and mute swan (75) — the las( 2 in
numbers which exceed 80% or heir Harbour populations. The Canada
goose was introduced to Poole Park by wildfowlers in 1956, and this area
contains numbers approaching -IOUin the winter /Fronde; — inorc than 90%
of the Harbour total.
2. Parkstone
Outside Park-stone Bay and The Blue Lagoon die relit cis Ilar
intertidal fring- along this sectism of shoreline consists mainly of pistils -
sorted sedimcInts dominated by gravels. At the Eishen6aMs Dock II  Son
mudds sediments below a narrow shingle beach anr replaced Is; tlie east in
a :LW Jinn, but much disturbed Otgniayel in a nsaeix ohnuddy sands..
Extending around dui point at Baiter and beyond the public slipssay, the
gravel Hats arc backed by a narrow sandy beach :110 low etin h cliiE
0 100
Boulans
iiiirAiriMN SI
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Mudd :IDS
Mud
Spanina ALA)
1tprr Salt )(Ins('
Runk
((Ida- extensive gravel beach at Baiter exposed on it IMV Spring tide viewed
from its southeni tip (2) westwards towards Poole Quay (above( and north-
eastwards into Parkstone Bay (right)
500 1000
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\ Parksetne Bav loft I the intertidal Hats are firm and sandy but
become bol h muddier and sober tossatals the Ism tide mark and into Ms
eastern corner (especially vast ;Ea srimll creek thwining the recreation
ground ( he upper beach is sInasn with large boulders, panicultnly in
front Id the Its sse rock embankment from the Bssaing Lake sturfall (3) to(
(I lie small arca 0I Itlilti-ri leas II itild marsh in the eastern corner,
bounded to the north by a smoodi stone sea wall anti to the ss sub la metal
pilings, appears to receSse most of die 13a) 's tick-borne delwis. •
Between the Parkstone and Poole F larl tour Yacht Club, ;Ind including the
perimeter oBITte Blue I sagoon, the shoreline largely marks tint edge  or
private residences. West  of  die lagoon ellIrinnie (5) these ilF1- protected by
concrete and stone walls at the foot  of  u•Ificli is a narnns stincB Iscaeh.
strewn in places with shingle and ennsed hr several hreakwaters above).
Within The Blue Lagoon private gardens slope gradually clown to
extremely soft, muddy sediments (hclow), Un- /inn kusivel banks near the
entrance and recently rcinlitnted sea wall are clearly used as inICTSS points
for bait diggers  I))  venture on  l()
 areas. Fringing the lagoon are
small areas  ol 'Slmrlind  marsh and higher marsh dominated by  1 I ali (triune
portHlacoitles,
ma gyp,
In the angle between the shingle-topped bank at the cliff:lint to the
lagoon and the western wall of(PHYC Marina (6) is a narrow sandy
beach, helms which. exposed lit low Is titer springs. is a lirm Hai beach  of
well-sorted very line sandsimilar in type to that east  of  the Marina  (sec
Map I ).
3. Holes Bay
Holes 13av is an almost enclosed muddy northern ,11111 of the
Harbour:much affected over the ears bv land reclamation ;old
the spread anti subsequent decline of Spartina anglien salt
marsh. Since 1921 the intertidal area has been reduced from
c. 330 to less than 250 ha, mainly by reclamation along the cast
shore for port and urban development, the most recent being
that started ;it Sterte in 1983. At the same Cline Hie area of
Spar/ina marsh has declined from more than 20(1 to around 70
ha — the proportion of Me intertidal area it occupies reducing
from 63% to 29% (Gray & Pearson 1983, 1984). This decline
began belhre the widely observed increase in green algal
gmwth on the mudflats. Nevertheless, the poor flushing charac-
teristics, combined wiM discharges from sewage treattnem
works at Creekmoor, and industrial effluents, mainly along Mc
east shore, have given rise to concern about the levels (f .
pollution in the Bay (Anon 1981).
The Bay is lined by artificial sea walls, boulder embankments
and quays, but transitions to low flood banks and to natural
rises in the land occur in the north-west corner, in isolated
areas along the west shore, and around Pergin's Island. The
substrates between the highly fragmented Spar(ino marshes
are very soft mobile muds (which, in many areas, are extremely
dangerous to attempt to cross), but small local boulder and
gravel beaches occur, usually associated with embankments.
Despite the muddy substrates, the shelter of the Bay and safe
moorings it provides attract a large number or boat owners.
Small craft abound in all the creeks and marshes along the west
shore and Cobbs Quay is a focus for boat-building and a marina.
for larger private pleasure craft.
Although the invertebrate fauna is relatively impoverished,
consisting mainly; of polychatte worms, the mudflats, creeks
and marshes, together with surrounding agricultural and re-
claimed land, support large numbers of intertidal birds. Red-
shank, and dunlin are especially numerous; a relatively high
proportion of the Harbour total of curlew and black-tailed
godwit and shelduck, teal and pintail regularly occur. Tlw
diversity of bird species is also high, with Holes Bay containing
relatively high numbers of several gull species, of diving birds
sudi as goldeneye, and of water's edge birds such as heron and
moorhen.
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The Bay is a particularly important area tiir redshank fc. 48(1) and dunlin
(c. 1080), holding at times a third and a quarter respectively of their Poole
Harbour totals. A recent study by Goss-Custard and Duren (1983) confirms that
the main feeding areas for these species are in the northern part of the Bay.
Redshank are particularly numerous to the east of the central tongue ofSportina
marsh between I lpton and ( reekmoor lakes south of the railway, whereas dunlin
occur maMly on the mudflats north of the railway, especially around Pergin's
Island. Also feeding in the north, where the mudllats uncover earl) (c. 11/2 hits
before low water) and around the centrtd Sporfina are shelduck and curlew, the
latter also feeding in nearby fields. The numbers of shelduck and redshank are
high in August but the great rise in numbers of intertidal feeding birds in
November is because of the influx of cl unlit). Black-tailed godwit may occur (up to
15% of the Harbour population), and, of the waterfowl, pintail (130 : 33%) and
teal 1250 : 17%) are especially numerous.
GULLS
The Bay and its environs attract a high proportion of' Poole Harbour's gull
populations. Common gull (10), greaterblack-backed gull (20), herring gull (390),
and the ubiquitous black-headed gull (1700) all occur at levels in excess of 30% of
their Poole Harbour totals. Goss-Custard & Durell (1983) observed this last
species feeding intertidally and in nearby fields, and all gull species are attracted to
the nutrient-rich areas of mud north of the railway and the adjacent reclaimed
land.
DIVING BIRDS
Of the diving birds which penetrate into the Bay, goldelleye, also numerous at
nearby Parkstone, may reach almost 20% of their Poole Harbour total. Together
with cormorant, their numbers generally reach a peak in November,
Ille numbers of heron, moorhen and mute swan in the Bay, although small,
represent more than 50%, 40% and 30% respectively of the Harbour total.
3. Holes Bay
Along the west shore highly fragmented  •partina  marshes, intersected
by sOrt muddy creeks, UF(' backed to landward by die hanks of land
rclamations, such as that for the Hamworthy Power Station (n) and at
Cobbs Quay boatyard (8). Transitions to other plant communities occur,
notably in the bay and around the promontory immediately south ofthy
railway (9) — an area or recent residential development. 'Hie marshes
North of the iadwai, viaduct. the upper shore mav be divided into  2
sections: westwards from the :wind( at Creekmelor 2 die .'itein'ina
marshes, including those arotaid Pergiirs Island, are backed In': oim-
sitions through brackish marsh to semi-natural grasslands or farinland.
Communitie. dominated by  Pupa, omaboa“,  Eincfr pr /of/fur and
Phnifyiino  fut,traliA arc  oninfrin abose the  Sportina  marsh and can be
2
below Cobbs Ouay are also backed by private residences (above.
centre), and a school, heir main reattnes call be seen in die pho-
tographs immediately above, taken from the tip or the promontory (at
7), looking north to Cobbs Quay ocro Hud souffi-east to the Power
Station (right).
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scen below lert in the VileirlitV or Upton (Jeunrrv Park i Lastwards
from the Creckmoor mural! diehigh tide level is marked by a limestone
embankment (below right taken at 3, with a small a refr of  S.tantina
marsh remaining north of die railway.
.1part hyun small kical bOldrier beache,i, thr titrerriclal area scaw ard of
ihe marshes and banks comprises very soft mobile muds a( ross which it
is extrenn-ly dirilcoh, and indeed dangerous, to walk.
The rast shore south or the railway consists entirely or artificial embank-
ments at the seaward edge orrejlaimed land. Tfrese include thr lime-
stone boulder banks fronting the 1983 reclamation 1.rom the railway to
Poole Station and the various pilings, wharves and jetties which make
up the dockland to image of \ Vest Ouav down to Pottle Bridge (5). The
area of very soft mudfrats to scawarci Mcludes some  Spantino  marsh.
not abh belOw Sterie (1, and photographs heir iwb
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4.  Hamworthy
The shoreline from Rock ley Point westwards to the new yacht
marina at Lower Hamworthy comprises a relatively narrow
strip of mainly sand and gravel beaches. Although narrow, the
beaches are popular summer recreational areas with Rockley
Sands holiday camp, a large caravan and chalet complex, in the
west and a public open space at Hamworthy Park in the east.
Angling is a popular winter activity here and ragworm is dug
for bait along most of the shoreline in poorly-sorted gravel sub-
strates similar to those at Baiter (map 2).
Slipways, piers and boatyards are concentrated in the central
area around Lakeside from where the Royal Marines Amphi-
bious Training Unit use the Harbour for training purposes. To
the east there are several slipways, from which small craft can
be launched.
Small areas of muddier sediments occur in a bay south of the
railway at Rockley Point and east of the boatbuilding yards at
Lakeside. In other places the gravel beaches below mid-tide
level may be in a matrix of either sandy muds or very fine
sands.
From Rockley Point to Lakeside the beach is flanked by a high,
natural cliff of Bagshot deposits, the toe of which, at the eastern
edge, marks the high tide level, (and is currently protected
from erosion). From Lakeside eastwards, private residences
and the recreation ground at Hamworthy are protected by
stone, brick, and concrete sea walls, and the new marina wall is
of limestone boulders,
Although the gravels are rich in polychaete worms they are not
extensively exploited by intertidally-feeding birds, at least in
the eastern section of this shore.
ECOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY LAND USE
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Because of the yvay in which the areas for counting birds in the Harbour were
divided, it is not possible to provide data for the whole length of this shoreline.
Birds observed west of the pier (at 3 on the map below) would not be included ihi
the north shore data. However, it seems fkom the counts made in the eastern
section that this area is not extensively used by birds. The only notable in tertidal
species is ringed plover, occurring at up to 9% of their Poole Harbour population.
Oystercatcher, turnstone, redshank and dunlin have also been regularly recorded,
but in rather small numbers — suggesting that the polychacte worms present in
high densities in the 1970s survey (from 500 to more than 5000 per metre2) are
not readily available, or available rbr insufficient time.
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Gulls, of which the black-headed gull is the most numerous (c. 100) also occur in
small numbers along the eastern part of this shoreline.
4. Hamworthy
Betsecen the ranwtio etnbankment and Rock ley Poini (II a small muddy
embasment, backe the conceit: IA Ma boat park to the west and it
bouldIer hank and cotatrete halal to the south. carries a fringe of vegeta-
tion above a narrow, sail*. beach. Small patclIcs ititreed occur and, both
here and at the top olt Me beach below the 'Joint. Meardo marks the
extreme high tide level.
sandspit. fringed with shingle. ring doe south Iron Rocklcv Point
along die eastern /Age °It thc channel draining Lytelwit I3t,e taw Bock
Lea river). Concrete landing smgcs, hats and boathouses tand a widc
sandy beach above the spn mark a mere:ohm:II ataxy
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From I ,akesidc (alg wet to the boulder embankment ti the In'W
(7) a gravel beach is exposed at Iota- Spring tides. III a matrix of mud
 yest of the public slipwma ( 5 ) the gmtvel is fringed to landward by a
gently shelving sands beach, covered in places by shingle. Backed In-
1.-Olterttot walls to the lbot ol private gardens and crossed. by severe.'
breakss aters. pipes, and slipways, this beach varies consideralth
width. 1 Viler(' it widens belosv Hantsvorthy Park (6i it is a lot ally popular
public bathing heach lined by a concrete wall topped with beach Inns
(Itelosv). .11 the western edgtl or the recreation ground a ensp-shiped
gravel beach extends to the pt Aver station oudUll, surrounding which is a
small laingc okvetzetation.
5. Lytchett Bay
Smaller than Holes Bav to the east, Lytchett Bay is co
siderabty less modified by reclamation, and has generally less
muddy and nutrient-enriched sediments. The 2 sides of Lvt-
elicit Bay present a contrast in shoreline types. Hie west shore,
which receives the outfall of the Sherford river in its centre, is
lined by a series of low earth embankments with extensive
reedheds and woodland in the south and reclaimed pasture in
the north. Access to the  Sparana  marshes and soft mucIllats
the intertidal area through almost impenetrable care and reeds
is difficult and the hinterland is privately owner!.
In contrast, the eastern shore, with Upton to the north and the
new housing estate of Turlin Moor to the sot, th. is more
frequently visited and from the playing fields southwards there
is easy public access to a more open and sandier shoreline.
Along the north east edge, private residences south of Sandy
Lane, Upton, have only partly obscured the transition from
brackish saltmarsh to wet heathland and mixtures of plant
species from both biotopes occur. The seaward edge of these
marshes and the east shoreline down to the Rockley Viaduct
are dominated by erosional features. Saltmarsh cliffs, sand and
gravel beaches, buried  Sparana  marshes, and large amounts of
driftline material all indicate the effects of wave action — pre-
sumably, in this enclosed embayment, generated by the pre-
vailing winds at high tide across the fetch from the south west.
Small craft are moored along the eastern shore (including sev-
eral Poole canoes, a traditional local type of boat — one, named
Jess, can be seen in the bottom left of the map page). The
intertidal fiats, here principally sandy muds and muds, are
firmer than on the west shore.
The most numerous bird species is the black-headed gull, the
average high count of more than 2000 individuals representing
around 15% of the Poole Harbour population. Long-billed
waders such as redshank and curlew are well represented
(although less numerous than the ubiquitous Mullin) as are
other freshwater marsh and field-feeders, eg common snipe
and lapwing.
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None of the intertidally-feeding wader and wildfowl species have heen regularly
recorded in exceptionally large numbers. Dunlin is the moiif numerous, the 720
average representing around 6°./0 of the Poole Harbour tota..., but redshank (270)
and curlew (125) are proportionally the most important species, their numbers
representing 19% and 12% of their respective Harbour totals. Small numbers ofi
other long-billed waders, oystercatcher, black-tailed godwit and greenshank, oecttr
The high numbers of black-headed gulls (the average high over the 10-year
period being in excess of 2000 or 45% of the Harbour population) is presumably
related to the presence of nearby urban and agricultural land. The Bay was not
being used as a night-time roost when observations were made ill November
1984. Breeding colonies (c. 200-400 pairs) occur on the Holton Heath finieshore
and Wood Bar to the south (map 6) (Prendergast & Boys 1983).
Common snipe, lapwing, heron, kingfisher, coot, and mute swan are regularly
seen, reflecting the freshwater marshes and margins.
5. Lytchett Bay
From Holton Point in the south west ( ound to a point youth of
Uptcal (5; the upper shoreline of thu Bak is larikelk fringed with
reedited. To landward lies ss oodland ;at Holum Heath and around Oitel-
Island) and extensive tow-lying marshy uound anitind the Shrthi
river t, and along the north-wIestern edge. wite-re it has been drained
and is grazed t The reeds arc invaded 1(8 kk Mots . birch and gorse with
patches of bracken on higher ground meal- right. Laken 21 3 ). I/1 SOW!'
areas. for exatriple south of the sew-age works :hi. brackish marsh specitis
Stn h as _Isms= maritinno and .Skirpusmierilimus are found intermixed
with acid wetland species such as Molinia caendea and ,Ilvrica
o seaward of the reeds in the west lie arras of sofil mud and, east  or
Otter Island and along the north-west shore. Spodilio-dominat.ed salt-
marsh. Fri Pin Upum southwards along the east slime. the l(Mtr edges of
the marshes show erosional features wish low Link and small beaches tit
sand and gravel (Par right. ai 5).
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n the east shore, harked hy private gardens to the north and
n ground to the south. is lined with reisls and willow Cal F. The
curious nlixitlre of salimarsh and wetland species observed else-
where itt ihe Bak is evident (above centre. taken al 61. lie reeds
fronting the waste grmind along the playing fields arc re1ilaUC(1. no (he
west OF Eh(' Tuilin Moor housing estate (7) by it species-rich saltrnarsh
with Puoinelha moritono and rlahmionc purbiltssuele, as maitir C(l111/0-
news_ The .57yerlinamarsh in Seas' arri (above) has an eroded 'lister
edge. its have the ikuches of vegetation to the south below the grassland
west of 'I mlin Moor. and the earth cliff and boulders of the Rockley
Viaduct. (Here gravel or sandy beaches with ist hated clumps of Pltra.f:-
miten nr parlina ship, down to lint) sandy lauds Or studs t 11(fr, (I( 8
hmking south-west to the railway :Ind west iii I IOI(011 POita. )
6. Keysworth
This seetbn of shoreline includes the tidal and reelaMled marshes north of
Kevsworth Point. the tongue of salt marsh known as Kevsworth Marsh, and the
muddy embavment of Holton NI ere. ute [loll hern edge of which is marked h he
outran channel from Ixtchett Bi y. kxcept in the north, the intertidal sediments
are largely well sorted silts and Hays (median particle size <63 p.m), producing
soft, mobile mudllats in those areas not colonised by vegetation. The main
vegetation types are ,Sparlino-dominated marsh tind reedbed, latt in places other
species have invaded the 16rrnerSparlwa marsh to produce a mixed upper marsh
ummiunit v.
Keysworth Marsh, the landward edgt oh which is grazed by cat tle, is he largest
contMtams area of salt marsh in the Harbour (c. ha). It developed rapidly in
the early part of this century and stratigraphical studies in the I Obels indicated
that, in places, more than 180 cm of sediment had been trapped since the initial
establishment of Sparliaa (Hubbard & Stebbings 9684 The development of
Kevsworth Marsh is believed to have hastened the disappearance, by 1924, of
Holton Mere or Lake, a shallow irregular-shaped lagoon to the north ()I- the
Wareham channel. The invasion of Mc Spar-hawmarsh, noted in the 1960s,
continues, 'particularly by Pareinellia mail/J-111aat the landward fringe. by Pluag-
mite) auslrelis along the soinhern edge, and by Nyinal pamanlhus and lalimione
partulataidia on the levees ofereeks draining the marsh to the north.
The southern edge of lieysworth Marsh is marked by an erodMg cliff bitt accre-
tion is apparently continuing along most of the northern edge, ;old in front of the
marshes northwards to flolton Heath. The lower levels of the marshes west
Holton Heath, including the spit orntarsh at Roekley and the bays near the Mrmer
,jettv, show erosional features and, together witit the islands orinarsh at Holton,
have been reduced in area since the 1950s.
The reclaimed pastures in the south ;Ind woodlands in the north are separated
from the intertidal areas by small earth embankments bttt transitions Front
reedbed to willow and alder carr occur between Keysworth Marsh and the railway
embankment.
The encircling railway, private ownership, and difficult terrain, effectively t(educe
public( access to this shoreline. 'Theconsequent lack ordisturbance,combined with
the reclaimed marsh ;tad wetlands to the south (and Lytchett Bay to the north)
are likely to be important hictors contributing to die presence of large populations
of several wader and wildfowl species.
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Among the intertidal waders. clunlin (> 900) and redshank le, 300) may be Mund
in this section in numbers which exceed 20% of their total Poole Harbour
populations. Both species will feed at the tide edge and on the mudilats, along salt
marsh creeks and in the nearby reclaimed marshes and fields. The presence of
these relatively undisturbed grazing marshes is reflected in the numbers of other
waders which may feed and roost (here — around 10% of the Poole Harbour
populations orcurlew, grey plover and oystercatcher may occur as may up to 14%
of the black-tailed godwit population. The large numbers of wigeon and shelduck,
both animal 200/n of the Harbour population, also reflect the lack of disturbance.
The [limier are grazers of aquatic plants, especially Enteromorplza.whereas the
latter feed mainly on Ilvdrobia. a small snail which occurs in large numbers in
these muddier areas (and is also a main prey of die dunlin). Creeks in the marshes
and reclaimed land attract also teal (at times >10% of Harbour total).
(it:4.u";
Relatively small numbers of gulls occur. For example, less than 400 black-headed
gulls are regularly counted compared with more than 2000 in Lytchett Bay to the
north and almost 1000 in the area to the south.
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A small number of diving birds occur in this upper part of the Harbour, popu-
lations of the main species, cormorant and red-breasted merganser, being highest
in November; goldeneye and scaup occur in small but significant numbers, and all
4( species exceed 100/n of their Poole Harbour totals.
6. Keysworth
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North  of  Keysworth Point (1 ) a low earth embankment
separates the  Spartina  marsh, invaded by  Pzurinellia
marittna  and other species at its upper edge, from the
reclaimed pasture to the west. From the seaward edge of
the marsh (left, lower photograph) soft mudfiats extend
down to the low tide level. The Keysworth Marsh (2) is
also fringed by soft muddy substrates — below a small cliff
along its southern edge and level with apparently advanc-
ing  Spartina  to the north. A small shell beach may be
found at the tip of this marsh.
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From Keysworth Marsh where it is occasionally cut for
thatching, an almost continuous fringe  of  dense reedbed
(middle left) extends northeastwards. Its landward limit is
marked by woodland; with birch, willow and alder invad-
ing the tipper edge. In the south (3) and below the railway
embankment the reeds extend clown to the intertidal
mudllats but  Spartina-dom  ina ted marsh lies to seaward
along most of their edge (upper left and above, photogra-
phed at 4).
South  of  the railway embankment the fringe of marsh at first has an
erosion cliff at its lower edge (5, and above) and is then replaced by a
shingle and boulder beach west  of  the spit  of  Spartina  marsh at Rockley.
This marsh, much invaded by  Etyma pycnanthus  and other species, has
eroded edges marked by mud cliffs to the south and sandy muds with
shells and shingle to the north.
The tip of Rockley Marsh spit looking landwards to Holton Head
(above) and eastwards across the Wareham Channel to Lakeside
(below).
7. Upper Wareham Channel
The upper estuary, where the rivers Piddle and Frome enter
and unite to form the Wareham Channel, is flanked by exten-
sive reclaimed marshes, reedbeds and water meadows. To the
north and south, the reclaimed pastures at Keysworth and The
Moors respectively are protected from tidal inundation by low
earth embankments which date to before 1800, but which,
together with the system of ditches and sluices, have been
modified in recent years.
To the west the reed-fringed rivers flow through a low-lying
landscape of marshes and water meadows. Brackish water
extends into the Frome beyond Wareham Bridge for short
periods on high spring tides (Ranwell et al  1964) and the
Piddle is tidal beyond North Bestwall.
To the east the intertidal area consists of extensive and often
very soft mudflats. These reflect a long history  of  progressive
silting which led to the decline of Wareham as a port by the
mid-sixteenth century and which was accelerated by the arrival
of  Spartina  in the upper estuary in the early 1900s. The fringe
of  reedbeds is indicative  of  brackish water conditions  (Phrag-
mites  is limited in Poole Harbour to soils whose salinity does not
exceed 2%) and includes the Arne Reedbed National Nature
Reserve. The eastern edge of the upper estuary, where the
Bagshot deposits reach the shore, is marked by beaches with
erosional features.
The high nuMbers and diversity  of  bird species in the upper
estuary can be attributed to the relative lack of disturbance and
the variety of feeding grounds and habitats. Among the wad-
ers, curlew, redshank, and black-tailed godwit have relatively
high populations, whilst the area is the most important in the
Harbour for lapwing, common snipe and ruff. Waterfowl num-
bers are naturally high and the area around Gigger's Island
contains the largest night-time gull roost in the Harbour, at
times reaching 20,000 individuals.
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The spectrum of species using the intertidal areas reflects the dominance of
mobile muds and, above the tidal limit, the presence of seasonally-flooded mea-
dows and marshes crossed by many ditches. Long-billed wader species, which
feed in the fields and intertidally, predominate with curlew (230), black-tailed
godwit (120) and redshank (390) all occurring in numbers which may exceed 20%
of  their Poole Harbour population. The average high count of 50 common snipe,
which feeds mainly in the reclaimed marshes but also occurs in the saltmarsh,
represents around 700/0 of the Harbour total. As in the Keysworth area to the
north, the numbers of waterfowl may be high, with teal (215) and wigeon (295) at
around 150/s of their Harbour totals.
GULLS
Black-headed gulls, which feed inland along the river valleys, occur in large
numbers (c. 1000) and the area supports the largest night-time gull roost in the
Harbour. During observations made in November 1984, around 7500 gulls,
mainly black-headed gulls but with c. 250 herring gulls and probably small num-
bers of other species, collected at dusk around Gigger's Island and along the
Wareham Channel. This traditional roost may reach up to 20,000 gulls (Prender-
gast & Boys 1983)
A variety of other species found in the upper estuary may ultimately be affected
by oiled marshes and reedbeds. They include heron and lapwing, the Poole
Harbour population of the latter species being concentrated in this area (1135,
c. 80% of the Harbour total). The entire Harbour population ofruff (59) is found
here and at Keysworth to the north, and other winter visitors such as Bewick's
Swan and white-fronted goose may occur.
Of the diving birds red-breasted merganser (39) and cormorant (32)- may exceed
15% of their Harbour total.
7. Upper Wareham Channel
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Reeddeds are the predominant ()metal on fringme lie Ilitidllats, hest or a line from Buck's
(Yaw() kland 121 10 II d(as Onto. (7). I Ins im hides die edges ()I the River Piddle ed). the
inwthern dank ot. vinyl] ]1;1  parlicark exICRSH' rcedbeds (iail) lend, the hrassland and
marshes around Swinchain I I, mid middle Rh 1. the banks of the River From() (5), seen
bottom nearRidhe \lark the edges id CitsheLs Islitid and alonh the southern shore
from lairnerts (:ove (fdido Hyde's ()nay h). 1 he last is an rxtenSiN C Jura which includes the
Arne Reedbeds National Nature RS:sedtve t right ). The reeds henerall5 let st-stilt mudllats to
seaward and are backed lit grazing marshes_ tidal sillimandies tat 'St', incham) and water
meadows (e) landward, ddthongh the ancient re( mai sites have laigeR heen drained,
some al eas oljunrso-domillated hetlands ithbraitkish-marsh plant species reinain.
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8. North Arne
`the lAVO sides or the northern tir.) ol the Arne periitsnla pro-
vide a contrast in sediment and shoreline types. Along the west
and north shores sand and gravel beaches, backed by cliffs and
wind-blown sand, reveal a high energy shoreline. Beach nla-
terial from the cliffs has been carried eastwards beyond Cold
Point, where it protrudes as a cuspate lbreland, to Form a long
spit, recurvhlg at its tip (Patchins Point) ttnd within which
marshland developed before the advent 45par/um.
In contrast, on the eastern shore are the shehered tree-lined
marshes and mudflats of Arne Bay. Protected by Patchins
Point to the north and a spit which has grown northwards fiom
Shipstal Point cliff in the south. the Bay was colonised by
S partina around 1900 and became an important an'a For du-
export or the grass. Largely through the eflbrts id. Mr R
Cartridge. around 175,000 Spa/lino fragments and many seed
samples were exported from Poole Harbour between P121 and
1936 alone: Arne Bay being a key area (Hubbard 1065).
Exported to more than 130 sites around the world, the grass
was used for land reclamation and sea defence programmes.
Today the area of .S.panietain the Bay has declined and much of
the lower marsh has an erosion dill' at the Font of the sward.
Despite this, the sediments ro seaward the marshes, and or
the steeply' shelving sandy beaches along the north shore.
consist largely orverysoft muds.
The shorelines are generally remote from public access from
the land, and form part oh the .\ rne Nature Reserve of the
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds. Added to ihis the
variety of shoreline' types and near-short habitats, ensures
high diversity of bird species. The most numerous wader is ihe
oystercatcher, at times the area holding 'lime than half the
Harbour total, but species as different in their remnrements as
turnstone and curlew ()Cent in relatively high numbers. The
Arne Bav-Patchins Point area is important Ihr shelduck and
other waterfowl and the water to the east contains good popu-
lations of diving birds and ir night-time gull roost.
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The variety of shoreline types is reflected in III(' 1111111hIll's alai diversity Of species
counted in this area. The most numerous intertidal species is the oystercatcher
the average high count of 535 representing around Lt% of the Poole Harbour
total. The highest numbers generally occur in Arne Bay but oystercatchers are
well scattered around the area. In contrast, ithnost all of the turnsteme ( 1,
egidvalent to 35% oh the Harbour total), ringed )lover (29 20%1 and grey
plover (13 E 8%) have been recorded along the north shore cast oh Cold Point,
and all of die black-tailed godwit 1.31 ==-- 9%) within Arne Bay. Curlew (267 E
25%) are rather more scattered but mainly occur in the Patchins Point area.
whereas greenshank (14 E 36%) are most common on the north shore west of
Cold Point. Of the ducks, shelduck (10-1 == I 77). wigeon (215 12%) and teal
139 =10%) occur mainly in the Arne Bay-Pan-hills Pohl( :Irea.
Cull numbers are relatively low WI this section rd s the most notable
Feature being the relatively high numbers of herring. gull. However, a large night-
time gull roost tc. 5,000 black-headed gulls) was ohserved in November 198-1- on
the open water west of Arne extending towards Brownsea
DIVING BIRDS
Diving birds occur offshore in small. but significant numhers, with both cormorant
61(S) and red-breasted merganser 1(i0) reaching  in  times around a grimier oh the
Harbour' average total. The area also holds proportionally high mimbers of great-
crested grebe and goldeneye.
8. North Arne
From the eastern edge ot the Itedbeds at •urford  re, Russel Qua d
beach is banked to landrsard in an eroding eliMok the Bagslya depesitt nutlet It ing At ti
(in-low. lidtinting south t. Seaw.tesd ritt the beach nittruciv sands grdda into muds tmposed
spring Udits. At Russel °nut timar right along trav Hotta] slime p t ;old P, IT)
het und to the tip ot Patehins Point. the dominant }mach Er pn is sdnd and shingle
Altura. high tide limei in mane areas a sand dune segetation pip,. with Anictutittid r;1,ixd?!
and Carer  hit, developed on \shad-blown sands.  ille beaches mat hr.narrow and
shingU-cos ered or relatively wide and sand\ as below I hit hunchsereeniwi, the elavttot ks
and lay right abovvh in other areas gre found the remains of uppnr salt marsh_ with  r/rmui
prenanthw  or 100(15! Onillihnib_ and evrn  Sponina  marsit as al i. and ltir right helmet. ln the
beach extending down ru Patehins Point dune species onsur with drill-line anti shingIn plum
such as  .Suaeda ;na  and  Beta maritima.
\ \Ittihad hacked Its low eroding craft; tar Wital-Nut  tt sillId. the bearhes shelve Liirly stumir
chowu to gravelly muds and soft trutds.
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Arne Bay (below !ell), ems gled by woodland extending down to the
shorclinv, is flanked by tile saltings of Patchins Point to the north and a
sand and shingle spit projecting northwards from Shipstal Point in the
south (7, and below right). The  Sparlino  marshes carry a small cliff at
their outward edge and show transitions via reed,  Seirpoi moritimos.
Juncus marifirmo- and other brackish communities to acid \outland in thg
woods at the upper (-diem Pools on the marsh contain  Ruppia
Boreholes along it transect at 6 revealed around 70 em of) sediment
deposited shier the advent of  Sparlino  (Bird and Ranwell I 96)1). Sea-
ward oFthe marsh cliflS ittal the shingle spit are very soil muds.
9. Middlebere & Wytch
Flanked by the Arne peninsula to the west and Fitzworth
the east this section of the Harbour includes the inlets of thc
Middlebere and Wytch channels. These channels or streams,
whose confusing local name is 'Lakes', unite to the west of
Routid Island to form the Wetch channel, and, at low water ebb
tides, flow northwards between Long Island and Shipstal Point.
Apart from the Cork River, the Lakes drain local bogs, heath-
land and farmland, and there are many freshwater springs
around the shoreline. Consequently, there is little scour and
the predominate intertidal landscape is one of saltmarsh and
brackish wetland fronted by deep soft muds.
To landward of the marshes a variety of transitional vegetation
types occur. These include, in the low-lying areas, brackish
swamps, reed beds, willow carr, rush-dominated and acid wet-
lands, and, on natural rises in the land, dry grassland, heath-
land, scrub and woodland. Except for a few artificial
embankments, such as the concrete sea wall in front of private
residences at Shipstal, and various earth banks around minor
reclamations elsewhere, the transitions to terrestrial habitats
have remained largely unmodified — particularly along the
edge of the Arne peninsula. The main concentration of arable
land is between the 2 inlets and around Wytch Farm. In
several places, notably along the Fitzworth Shore, the marshes
are grazed by cattle, horses and sheep with access from pasture
on higher ground nearby. Locally small sand and earth cliffs,
sometimes with a small beach at the toe, occur at the landward
edge of the marshes, and the low-lying bluff which marks the
maximum extent of the post-glacial Marine transgression is
apparent along parts of the shoreline.
The Arne shore is part of the Royal Society for the Protection
of Birds nature reserve and the remaining area is agricultural
land (owned privately or, at Middlebere, by the National
Trust). In addition, there are few, even minor, roads close to
the shoreline and the natural terrain makes access difficult.
Consequently the mudhat and wetland areas remain relatively
undisturbed and are important areas for waders and waterfowl.
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Footnote In the data available to us. the number of birds counted on
each side of Fitzworth point had been pooled. This gave a
figure for Wytell Lake plus the central part of the south shore
between Round and Green Islands including Ower Bay and
the mainland down to Cleave! Point. This area, which holds
large impulations of siiveral species, straddles the division
between sections 9 and 10 in this report. The diagrams
giving seasonal variation in bird numbers tbr each of these
sections have therefbre been constructed on the ass Uln ption,
not equally reasonable for all species, that birds are evenly
distributed around Fitzworth Point. Some known concentra-
tions of certain species within the Arne to Goathorn sections
have been high-lighted (cm black-tailed godwit in Newton
Bay. spotted redshank at Middlehere), but it would be mis-
leading to calculate the proportion of die Harbour totals which
the separate 'totals' for sections 9 and 10 represent. In fact,
for several species a very high proportion of the Harbour total
is. reached when these totals are combined — emphasising
both the importance of the Arne to Goathorn section of
shoreline tiff intertidal species, and the need to investigate in
more detail how it is used by difherent species.
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INTERTI DAL
Particularly numerous among the overwintering waders using this section of the
Harbour are curlew, redshank, dunhn and black-tailed godwit. The first three are
fairly evenly distributed around the area, although curlew tend to occur in higher
numbers in the more seaward part of Middlebere and around Fitzworth Point.
Black-tailed godwit, however, occur in greater numbers in the upper part of
Middlebere Lake (as well as around Fitzworth). This upper section is also import-
ant for spotted redshank, less frequently observed — the mean highest count of 23
in the sector west of Middlebere jetty representing nearly. 60% of the Poole
Harbour population (see Footnote).
Among the duck which may feed or roost in the intertidal area are wigeon and
shelduck, in the more seaward sections, and teal and pintail, more widely distri-
buted into freshwater areas. For the Poole Harbour population of these four
species (and the Brent goose), the southern shore from Arne to Goathorn is the
most important area (see Map 10).
GULLS
Gull numbers within this section of shoreline are comparatively small, eg average
high counts of 30 and 80 black-headed gulls for the north anti south Middlebere
sections respectively.
RED BREASTED MERGANSER
Red-breasted merganser numbers are relatively high, the average high count of
34 for Middlebere representing altnost 150/0of the Harbour poptdation.
9. Middlebere & Wytch
The sand and giwyttl heaehes around Shipstal Point t I, and right', and on the
northern edge of Long Island (2) provide a marked contrast with the very soft
muds immediately to seaward. With the exception of a lew gravelly mud beaches,
for example south of Chip Heath at 3, these Soil MIAs ot'Clip) the intertidal area
below the marshland fringe around the whole of this section of shoreline,  par(ina
marsh, invaded hy  Halbniane portubmaides and other species, is the most common
marsh type. In the more seaward areas, and around the islands. the marsh is
separated from the mudflars by a. small cliff, but upstream. along the arms of the
Middlebere and Wytch lakes, claims of  Spurt/nu  and reedswamp species extend
down to the Pat mud surface tsee the phomgraph at hottorn left looking west along
Middlebere Lake. From 6 towards the old jetty at Middlehere Quay).
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AL the landsvard edge of the marshes sr:Insult)! s Hi a wide variety of vegt:turnorr types.
Such transitions are modified in some areas Ln carth emhankments and drainage dirdws,
ancient and recent, as around the northern :HMI Middlebere Lake (4) draining Salterns
Copse initi Slept Moor. The southern arm, draining lartland Moor via the stream under
Slept! Bridge (5). contains a natural and species-rich transition from  Spertenu marsh through
reedbed and hisickish grassland romnumities with  Scirput most/. obis, S. la bewaononlaui  and
several species 0! 111M-n.!.. Cants' and Elearbarn, 10 ilCid wetland with llama,  attendee.
&booms nearicans and  di yrica st.abs
Wjach Lake receives die dorle River (i) and its margins include both pasture and arable
ladd. Tale eastern arm. draining Vytch \thaw has extenstve wetland marOus liii lowysl
photograph ahove looking south titom Nath Point 910. The marshes may be grazed, hr canle
or sheep, the Meer (seen above centre near Fitzworth Ilarm 19)) being to eliminate many
broad-leaved species, suds as  Halin honeporlutelojele.,, ill favour or grass and rushes. 1 he very
soh muds to seaward of 1.11(' outer marshes occasionally carry an extensive grtnvils of green
algae. principally  Lieu factual and b:Hteronau pia:  spa lets (seen above top vicased from Fitz-
worth Point north to Round Island (10)).
10. Central Southern Shore
he central part or the south shore bete, cell cite promontories or FitzworthPoint
and the Liu:idiom peninsula is Zi topographieall  and physiceiimaphically complex
sectMn of the Harbour. II includes the inlets of Ower and NOWtan Bays and. to
seaward, Green Island and Furze  Island, marsh-Ringed and wooded 'elevations
of Bagshot sands and clays partly capped with gravel.
The site of the lirst record of  Spartina  (at Ower around I 890; Hubbard 1965), the
intertidal area has been considerably changed b)„ die rapid spread of this grass in
the early part of this century, and its subsequent decline. Recently the regression
of  Spartine  marsh has been particularly nottddc, with more than 100 hectares
(approximately two thirds of the 1952 alma) haying been Jost from the area east of
Fitzworth Point and south of Brownsea Island in the last 30 years (Gray N..
Pearson 1981). However. remnants of these (nice extensive marshes ocCur aS
Shol-eline ['ring(' and as many islets orirregular shape and size. In the w est they
overlie soil mudflats Inn in the cast, and around the islands. mudflats too have
disappeared to be replaced by coarser sediments. ( \ long the edge of the Goathorn
penMsula and extewhng into Newton Bay. is a wide Ilat beach ol.muddy sand and
sand. Firm to walk on, more than 50 metres seaward of the high tide level, parts of
tins shore tionsisted of soft and dangerous ruml less than 15 years ago.
In the west the marshes are backed by i low Idulb eroded in places with relic
beaches at the base. Most are grazed by sheep or cattle which have access from
nearby pasture. Transitions to swampy gmound acetic along the inlets. Newton Bay
is ringed by trees and along the Goathorn peninsula cliffs of Bagshot material at
die top or the beach are topped by dense woodland.
The remoteness, complex topography, and diversity of feeding grounds make tIds
section orshoreline particularly attractive to overwintering waders and wildfowl.
disturbed. feeding birds may settle ncarb) in dre shelter of a promontory or islaml
or among the islets of  ,S'parlena. 'Fhere  are large populations of dunlin, oys-
tercatcher, nidsliank, curlew and, particularF notable. black-tailed godwit. This
last species Iceds especially in Newton Bay where the nmdllats. exposed early in
the fidhng tide, are visited also by wigeon atdl shelduck. 'Hie nearby fields at
Fitzworth and Cleavel Point provide grazing litr Canada geese and mztv he used
by Brew geese, die main Harbonr population of which is ihund antong the
marshes. nardllats and islands in this (inst.
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This section or shoreline holds major populations of several specie,: ol
waders. Including Vvtch Lake to the est tsee the Footnote to the secm
birds on !it and the seaward edge of the .Spfuliea patches between I iong and
Farzey Islands, the area [Ina) support around a Fddi of the Poole Harbour popu-
lations ordunlin and oystercatcher. a third  cdi the gre  plover. haffof the redslmnk,
nrore than two thirds of the curlew, and four hulk of the hlack-tailed godwit. This
last species Meds particularly in Newton Bay, the average high (Takla al- '210
representing:1o% urthe Harbour total.
Large numbers of wigeon and sheklack also Red in Newton Bay but these species
arc widely distributed among the inudllats turd marshes (their W  tch Lake to
Goathorn totals being 1-5% and 50% respectively of die Harbour 1iopolation).1 M-
ain the area is particularly iMportalit Itir the Brent goose, carrying alinosi 8070
oh the Harbour total. The nunibers of this species, which Feds intertidalls and in
nearbs fields, have risen dramatically in the past decade, both in Poole Harhom
Lind in or her British estuarirs.
Culls
The eel-Ural part ofthe smith shore supports a idativeb small
lolvever. ii night-dine roost or more than I lo0 galls, mostly blatik-
was collated in the area east otTimworth Point in Novemberd98-I.
II dation.
tIed gulls,
( :ANADA GOOSE AND LAP‘VI NG
Canada goose and lapwing feed arid roost in the fields butchering the shorehne,
notably around Fitzworth and Cleavel Points. Hai numbt s of both species
re:o lc
around 20% of their Harbour totals.
1)1 \MING I'd PI)S
The area north of a line li-om i-or/es  to Lofg  Island and south of a line hum
Brownsea ro Patchins Point (which includes the deeper t alec of the \VS  tell
Channel) contains proportional!) large numliers tit several diving lands More than
hall ot the bIarbour total of seaup and a third  Id  the lIarbour total of goldenes c and
great-crested grebe may occur there. Red-la casted merganser and cormorant
rend to occur more widely, the Firmer Iteing found along the :\ dnd
\\Rich l.a.kes and even into Newutn
10. Central Southern Shore
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The svesicrn half of Nesvton liay. except that it is !hied by trees.
pres(mts a sinnlar landscape to that Ifirtlicr west — eery son mudliats
with islands (if Sprit-line, and a Binge or marsh grading into jurneus
mat itimin. Seirptn waritionti and fatInca rublia (seen lower left viewed
southwards fimm (.:leav•! Point). Along its eastern edge, however, (5,
1000 near loll) the /nails become firmer and sandier, and Brim ihe spit of
gravel al II ill Pofitt (G) a ssade beach of Him muddy sand extends north-
casiwards 0 lia tip of die Goa [horn peninsula (7). The beach merges
into sandy muds and softer nurds to seaward, Isolated mud mounds
Both Green Island BB and hazes: Island dB have dis shoreline
types. Their Western edges. exposed te high ride no seutvi titt on gener-
ated !is: the prevailing svinds, cirri} Bagshot sands (above),
On Furzes: Island, sand and gravel (-taxied Born clifts along the south-
east and ttorth-weia shores has drilled casiwards. The southern spit
curves northwards to the (Huy :nill encloses an ansi of salt marsh in die
north-cast corner. Apart from these small shellerrl insets of accretion
(there is a snmller marsh on the nordmwest til Furze) Island and along
the north and east of Glamn Island) i he predominate intertidal sediment
types are sands and mudds sands. These arc overlain by tmnntanns of
mudllans and Spallitia marshes, which haanerls esarauled nifire than
kilometre eastsvards {Pau Furzey
k.:=ailE44A.41:4rn
(titanic) anti eroding par lineemarsh an the upper ed ge att t-ensit,rros )I'
the Former marshes and nindilms.
Transitions no oak woodland via bra( kish (alumni wirh pin
marilimati htiolth and  5;entolii  nombly rsi
placed non"th (rf lull Point bs sa.nd and shingle la-aches, imersperscd
with patches of eroding salt minkla 'llirse la:aches tat' 1/“Uked along Inc
Guathorn peninsula by sand diffs up to 10 metres high and ropyrd
ssoodland. At ihe tip ol•Goidhorn a boulder-sires\ II !WIWI) I/VIIPOI I pier
and a tongue or gravel to the %tot enclose a small muddy hay with
isolated clUmps si Sperlarre.
11. Brands Bay
Brand's Bay, the most seaward inlet along the t larbour's south shore, has a much-
indented shoreline with several minor bays and promontories. The western edge
is lined by dense mixed woodland, with conifers common in the north and
deciduous species in the south. The southern bay presents a more pastoral
landscape with small fields, both grazed and arable, around the upper shore, and
gorse hedges and lines or small copses of willow, oak and other trees, At the inlet
of the stream from Stud land Heath, the landscape changes again, the east of the
bay being fringed by almost treeless heathland with sand dunes at the northern
tip.
The intertidal sediments grade from firm, often wave-rippled sands at the mouth
of the bay to very soft muds among the  Sparhm marshes in the south. Gravel
beaches and shingle ridges arc common along the northern shores, where there is
much evidence of recent erosion. Large areas of Spar lbw marsh Lave been lOSL in
recent years from this part of the hay. Islets of spaah,and mounds of firmer mud
are all that remain and the recession of these marshes appears to be continuing,
with the swards on soft accreting muds in the south showing signs of dying back
(see photograph on map page). Upper heach pnililes include degraded cliffs
covered with goi-se and heathland vegetationand eroding cliffs of' sand, clay and
gravel (up to metres high along the Goathorn shore, and north of Redhorn
Quay along the east shore). Occasionally a double cliffoccurs, that in the heathland
being separated from one lower down hy a plateau ot marshland. eg around
Bramble Bush Bay. A wide variety oftransitional plant communities oceUts
between the salt marsh and heathland (many of them known to be rich in species).
Easy access from the Studland Ferry road makes the east shore popular with
visitors, particularly in the north. This area is the only part of the south shore of
the Harbour regularly dug Mr bait (mostlt around ,Jerry's Point): six houseboats
ate permanently moored south of Gravel Point, and the beaches are used hy
anglers and, particularly south of the ferry where 111(11T is a car& at the boatyard, by
large numbers ofslimmer visitors.
The winter bird population of die Bay contains relatively high numbers ofseveral
intertidal species, including black-railed godwit, shelduck. Brent goose and curlew-
- all at levels which may exceed a third of their Harbour total. Redshank. dunlin
and wigeon are also common and the rarer greenshank is a notable visitor in small
numbers. 'the area orStone Island Lake to seaward  or  the hay is important for
diving birds, especially the red-breasted merganser.
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INTERTIDAL
Several of the intertidal species which are common along the south shore to the
west occur in large numbers in Brand's Bay, particularly idong its western edge.
That they probably move freely between here and nearby Newton bay is evi-
denced by the similarity in concentrations of Idack-tailed godwit and shelduck.
The southern part of Brand's Bay, below a line front the tip olTioa thorn to.Jerry's
Point, may support around 40% of the Poole I- larbour population of t hest' couser-
vationally-important species (see 4). Curlew (365 E 35% of the Harbour total)
and redshank (322 E 23%) occur mainly in the west inal this itrea is one of the lew
in the Harbour where greenshank may be found relatively ugh numbers (21 E.-
4%). Dunlin and bar-tailed godwi whose Poole Hadtour populations :ire centred
at nearby Studland and Sandbanks, respectively, inay occur in relatively high
numbers. Of the intertidal waterfowl. BRIO goose and wigeon. sinnlar
feeding requirements, occur in high numbers in the southern bay (270 4(1%
and 219 E 13% respectively).
RED BREASTED MERGANSER
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GULLS
The bay does not hold particularly large gull populations. although a small night-
time roost (> 200 birds of all species) was observed in the western area in
November 1984. _However, the seaward part, including Stone Island Lake and
extending to the south shore of Brown:Lea. may contain a thnd ofthe Harbour's
herring gulls.
'the Stone Island Lake area is also important l'or the lish-cating specigs divers.
In particular. an average high count ol' red-breasted inerganscrs of 128 tin this
area plus the lower part of Brand's Bay, represents more than half of the I tar-
hour's total.
11. Brands Bay
Ihe >dui-v. purr at the lip:tithe (wadi:IC:I perm:saki a kt beach ol muddy sand is 'Mt wa
with Egon-covered boulders. Stiudrm ds. down es th(" U.ty I h ..ilMearcr is:. lite high
Prir Ii liii is worked hva clilb, up to I no trcs high_ larcelk.demaded and ovcred ta tr at-  and
bracken scrub To seaward...110 upper beach is a mosaic-of sand and grak el or Pne sand. gay:-
tippled sands. patches  or  eroded wild with Li NJOIC and MP: stela species, and
clumps ti. griijrirt mar itimat or Jniaar.i ri/ belew.. This euroats mosaic suggests a recent
predominance 1.11.e'015RT lorn:s. particularly in de- math where a V. 01- sand:, beach (art-sins a
densc stand of Seoul:: ;tat a has deselopcd itelow an et oding cliff The hinge of I ac Marsh
along dais edge twidons in the south. Islets of r I ma and patellas ol 1Was mud (the fbrwer
sites tiL/iiii/itia clunspst art separated bik a reticulidd pattern orsofter wad.
t
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Front \ Vault Point to the base ot the promontary east of Newton (3),
woodland, principally oak, birch and holly. with gorse and Molatia
grades seaward in a slight descent to Mi1) This marsh,
invaded by willow and birch and containing patches OrWrirpek0102 17
is more than Tat metres wide below l)rove Island (a bracken and gorse
covered area of higher ground). l)ownshorc ii is replaced by Spa rl
marsh. with I fa Ina !eau' poi Ida( aide), brlow which very soft muds extend
down to the low water channels (below, taken at the liP1 hr promon-
tary at 3).
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Northwards lean Reditom Mow slim, line otesmits in.:Lash c
vidence ib teceat erosion. I in .):'Cr Ti/PZ .c it! ;) Tin
hinge too thin to show on the map.. li.d hinge ot sand obtl
widtalt. portimildblk around Jerrt,b, Point Oa and hmid, Bush
hat tt: northwards i he are wank rebent maision :MPS in the low rittnt
alai la al:filar-id . The gibleel heaches Hebei- shingle and dune ridges
LIFIRInal Point. :below He. drc dus for bait aati the nine.- of
BiambliS Bush Bak d emsoplcit ;,1,111(1 ruin Shillgle 51H,M;
c 1(‘,.1d Eilitii lrlit e
t on. sew NI bs thelog rica in a lirm beach ot :L2Inliwz. to muddk
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ridge of slang]: and, near the boat laark, hs Isedders and il concrbto
slipwak. North ofGravel Left below a had. r11-111 beach oli
seams-rippled sand extends north to South I laxen Poini :Ill This is
backed by a wit row band shingle dod a steep. sand% beach below
delfts and licathland. The erodilMt shoreline war Mc 'Cale has I /VCR
k recently protected by a bank olloose boulders.
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The sircimis Wow GrecnItnalyi) and Soidlatal Heath ((i) unite
to Won lwke, which ilows northwards passing close
to the tip of Redhorn Quak (7). Transitions ;la Purl 3ma ri l-
aws Marsbt ti) rreshrs'at--Cr is larSh (ART r aspycksi
occur around the edges and in the upper leaches of the
streams. Around Mead Point (5) and along die eastern edge
to Redhorn is a wide range of salimarsh communities. The
thin laingc of species-rich marsh on the south-rast shore
shows transitions to acid wet-land and heath conimiliPties
the foot of degraded, vegetated clillk of sand and gravel. To
seawarch the fringe or S parlina occurs on soh mud, ()hen kvith
a bloom of algae Or diatoms (loft).
12. Stud land Bay
From the Harbour mouth a series of dune ridges
runs sout hwards to Studland wInte soli dirk. pto-
(lifted by successive coasbil outc•ops or the Bag-
shot Bed.s, London Clay. :trid Reading Beds, mark
the eastward delleetio11 or the coast along a low
chall«ilh to  the  Foreland. The accumulation of
dune ridges seaward or the westein spine of Tert-
iary (Bagsho) sands and gravels has lwen docu-
mented by Diver and others (see section I and
Carr 197E), It included the enclosure of the How
freshwater bodies of Link Sea awl Eastern Lake.
which drain northwards (aided by artificial drain-
age) lo Shell Bay an extrerneE popular holiday
tin,line or limestone hoidders which projects
south-eastwards from the eastern end of Shell Bay
for almost 1500 /pores marks the southern edge
or the Swash — die main shipping channel. Since
this halfl-tide training ‘vall was constructed in the
1920s to maintain a navigable approach to the
Harbour, sand has accumulated at the northern
end of StudIand Bay. However, the Ihredunes
Shell Bay and in the smithern half or the t.iindland
clones htive extensive tireas or bare sand u trilm
hie to heavy recreational use. z\ car park north or
Studland village provides a major 'whit of acerss
IM the very Urge, and apparently mt ceasing,
her oFsennuer visitors.
•Fhe sand  beaches of the South I laven peninsula,
with dunes and In•atlikind lii landw:ml, are re-
placed near Redend Point by a predominantly
i'oekr coast. TIns is hacked at first In eroding ark
of the Tcriary sandstones and eLy.s Mid then,
extending eastWards. hy almost verily:al (-Mrs cut in
the Upper elltalk..5 sand beach, with shingle and
boulders, has developed south of the relatively
resistant sandstone promontory or Redend Point .
hut nuts] tth Ihe southern shore or the bay com-
prises a wave-cut clhdk platform with Him and
chalk houlders mid minor accuriulations or sand.
This platform continues to Ille hinit of the hav
where the Foreland, a mass joined to the main cliff
at the turn of the century, and the stacks known as
Old Harry awl Old Ilarry ls Wife provide well-
kno vn landmarks.
The spectrum of bird species linind along this
shoreline is rather di116-ent From that inside the
Harbour. Although clunlin is the numerically im-
portant species,  vith more than half or the Har-
bour total likely to occur (mainly using the high
tide most at Pifot's Point), there (ire also very high
percentages (tf the local totals of intertidal species
such as sandcrling and various sea (luck, grebes
and divers whiclt rarely found inside die I lay-
hour entrance.
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The range of species feeding or roosting in the intertidal zones
of Shell Bay and Studland is substantially dillerent from that
willnu th:Harhour. Only donlin and oystercatcher of the
major hlarbour species occur in reasonably high numbers —
indeed. Mifflin are nuniericdly dominant with, Mr example.
2575 olj Me 2875 figure liJr imeetidal species in February Gellt).
Most ttr tla• dunlin in the area are counted at the high tide
wader roost at Pilot's Point. Present in much smaller. hut
proportionally significant immhers, are turnstone (die average
high count of 27 Honig equivalent to 551S, of (he Harbour
population), grey plover (82H5-1%) and tinged plover
(48E-3,1%). The area is visited by small numbers of sanderling
(10E1911%) which rarely enter the Harhour. Conversely, spe-
cies wldell feed in the muddier parts or the Harbour. Mcluding
the wildlimd, are infrequently seen along its outer shoreline.
Gull numbers are relatively In although more than 10% of
Ow Harbour populations of herring gull, common gull and
lesser black-backed gull may occur.
DivING BIRDS
Aswith the intertidal species, several diving birds, which
winter along the coast and an. not normally Mund inside the
Harbour, may visit the outer bay: generally in low inunbers.
These inelUde COnlniOn scoter (average high count ± 18), eider
(17), slavonian grehe (22), black-necked grebe (6), slmg (22),
and great northern diver, and other diver species. lu addition,
33% of the Harbour's great-crested grebe, 23%of the cormo-
rant and 12% of the red-breasted merganser may occur.
12. Stud land Bay
Between thy slope (toil] tth,tt,iitt P'ti dip)s.o south I Iheter !Hat I. and the tiaininsr
bank (e. Pilot:- Iloilo 2 thy Kissel Pervit Br, right. phoutglaplt A ngtrks thy
nerdy::: dap it! thy Stele!) I hutai dupe 3 st. le (it  h  tine  ete  is  Ise latil dette3 wan
rr.phila  (o.,”1 red L. yiiii, .  it tat,  1hr brach
,'41/1111:111(S . rni i 3  hiL111 , 11 1 ShIM.1!),1  VindUC  btfore  !".  a
change in ,h,lerin,"  14 pr (edebristt alma-hot( rt lint apling pho-
tograph I) \ Iteedttiets at data upire ter pleittiorhph C: taken near Calirrl Gap at
loollana situth-rdSL to the I ear land lhe low el beach inutile sop-irk scat Scion 11t and ma): be
radicalb changer:I osernight liv shunt itonditibus olten Raving litt•oh • uirittlince of nvarine
althily. and 7.y.,/,7a sin rips,
South of the whin E. at tttrk. g heir  (t  low wooden g•ll oloittet3 Vlf (ling  thIlICS  ititti  11115  ',11.110
ChnS, 11:111,W sand in at Et H. photograph I) lit•l ticu  Ic  ri-olaryd (It Redynd Point (d.
photograph LI helot)) hs )) (Ise -cm ism k phut-inn( so •tarn wrth huge bouldets. Around
Redend Point, (In non-staincil (phut( sond;innt' ctlifhare sc‘cial irOnstiine boulders and
slacks. To the south die sou* lathch is replheed stoovaids ItO shingle hnd boulders (law-
(oomph h. below i, Hide \Ymi(1,11 plenks tit,tda. thr toe oi a thinl  •wooded -bop, with
1)attl) huts at the base. Sundlwards to die angle of the 13a) OP recent nindflows in the (lax (-Hills
provide a gentle slope with se3 CI al large trees having recentl  slipped to the top of the sand)
'teach (photograph (I, below right ). From this point eastwards thy scrub-covered clay of the
Reading beds ascends !Hirt hearth level hi the top ol(ilut llelow the extending to
the Foreland is it wide shell or intrik l'iivert'd in sand and shown with flints and
boulders, du: 0111s s\ gr(P.Vtils Id brown scateceds (photograph H. below right, taken
at 7 /stoking towards Pip Foreland).
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13. Brownsea
Brownsea Island, with all area of around 200 hectares (c. 500 acres) is
the largest island in the Harbour and its Bagsliot sands and clays are
extensively capped with Pleistocene Plateau Gravel. Theisland's Shore-
lines are largely narrow beaches of sand and shingle anti are being
extensively eroded. l'hey also contain many Fragments of pottery.
largely pipew are, originating as waste hom the former potters indus-
try. Based at the western end orate Island the pottery was active in air
latter part ofthe last century and, at one time, emplcb ed a workForce of
300 men. 'Hie Island is owned bt the National -Lust and merit es
many summer visitors.
Historically, thy sand and gravel eroded from the cliffs has been carried
eastwards along both the northern and southern shores.
Thenorthward curving of the southern beach to meet a spit developed
along the northern edge (and prochiee Ille ormer St. Aridrew's Bay)
moyided the base for the sea wall which now encloses a large brackish-
water lagoon in the northeast corner. The legacy of int ittentined
agricultural reclamation in the 1850s. this lagoon is flit iged ht the west
by marshland. Small areas of salt marsh and shingle vegetation are
associated with eastward projecting spits along the north shore.
The bird populmions of Bro‘‘usca re centred on the lagoon (which is
part of the Dorset Naturalists' 1 rust Nature Reserve). I t is tiscd as
high-tide roost lb waders, a daytime refuge for ducks, a nesting area
fbr several species. including common and sandwich trios. and is
regularly visited by a number of rare winter visitors. notably in reeent
Years the avocet. The Brownsea heronry with around 100 breeding
pairs is one of the largest in Britain. Milt ever, comparatively few of die
birds, fat which Brownsea is justly celebrated, actually feed or most
within the inter-tidal area. Water-borne oil is therelbre likely to hat c a
less damaging effect on the beaches than [night be suggested by the
numbers (Thirds counted around the Island.
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The lagoon is used as a high water roost b  substantial atpulations cl several
wader species. Perhaps most notable is the black-tailed godwit. the average high
count of' 388 being more than 70% of the Poole Harbour wtal of this tonscr-
vationally important species. The numbers of the related bar-tailed godwit (100),
which feeds mainly along the Sandbanks shore to the north (map I ). arc mound
60% of the Harbour total, as are those of gem plot er 191 b spotted redshank (2.1).
knot (27) and oystercatcher (61116 — this last species also hreeds in small numbers
around the lagoon and island. Other waders ;tn. found in ploportionit14)lkligil:
nntnbu3iers with arond 30. ofthHe arbour's ringed plover. redshank, greenshank
and curlew sandpiper. and in mind 15"4, of'ihe curlew , (Huhn and turnstone
to occur. ASarcems hat e become lagillar visitors in reeell/ yt•ars and ses erid
rare waders anti waterfowl have heen t &set vial (see Bromlw in Prendergast &
Boys 19831.
Ai more dhto 450, the average high count of sheldnek is around 182s of the
Harbour total.
GULLS
Although more than hall the harbour total of greater black-backed gtdl may occur
(an average count ofl8) the numbers ofgulls are relatiyep low. Around 200 pairs
of black-headed gull nested around (Ile lagoon in 1980; nesting among them were
common tern, which, with sandwich turn, have become established breeders in
recent years.
The lagoon, with nearby freshwater lakes, provides a daytime
Teal (52-5_10% of Harbour total). wigeon (217=.1387.1, shove
pintail 1106-e-26% i tie the most numerous. (iadwa 11 110-H3
significant in number.
High numbers of Corltharant CATHY OW tile north shore of the
high count of 86 representing Pi% ()Hite !arbour total.
Brownsca Island is also well known litr its helot try. Nesting tit
are an average of more than 100 pairs. Other breeding specie
and water nil.
relhge for ducks. —
ler 11119E 7184, and
1181t) are Later, but
the asTbtge
the tall Scots pines
s include woodcock
13. Brownsea
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In the northwest corner at Mar)land II) a saml spit
topped with shingle (top left) curves northeastwards en-
closing a small area of salt marsh in which  Juncus mar) -
mu( has been pardy buried by sand. To the east the
wooded slope backing this marsh descends to the shore-
line and below Wellington Hill (2) several pine and birch
trees and rhododendron bushes have Fallen onto the top or
an eroding sandy beach. At Seymers Nlarsh (Li is another
marsh COM pies associated with an eastward-projecting
ridge of shingle, carrying  Suaeda (era.  and, on sand.
Anursupliihzdritla .  Drained by a 5 rrea tii ni ti ti Mg caSt -
wards the marsh, with  Mari milt: 17 led' and  Jun is
maMills, 3. Fringes a small lagoon.
A narrow sandn beach, with shingle and shingle-covered
intidsh, sands to seaward, runs eastward !Delos.- a wooded
slope to the concrete wall at the west end of the Brownsea
Lagoon (4, and right). The sand beach seaward of the
lagoon wall is strewn with large Focus-covered boulders
increasing  ill DOM her towards the northeast corner_
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Along the east shore, below the lagoott harrier of concrete and
metal pilings, a beach of sand and shingle descends to muddy
sand with gravel spurs in the north (above. lottkiug north from
5), and to shingle-covered muddy sand with many scattered
boulders in the south (below, taken between the two piers at
(i looking southwest).
A Harrow sand and sldngle beach crossed hy several small groynes runs southwest to Pur t id
Hill (7). The!teach skirting the south shore is predominantly shingle-covered at dim top with
sand to seaward. In some areas it is finance( on elay and in others farge rocks are scat hired at
the hase of the cliff. West or Pordand Hill the cliff at the top ofthe beach is largely vegetated,
with pine, gorse, bracken and rhododendron, but in places the sandstones and clay are
exposed along eroding chit faces (near lell at 3). Below St. Mark's laolge (9) the toe of the
eroding clitTis currently beitrg protected by a wooden palisade (centre left). West Of an area of
eroded salt marsh the upper shore and promontories are covered with broken pottery (10,
and Mr left) and the beach running northwest to Pottery Pier (I I, and file left above) consists
almost entirely ofpottery with some shingle and boulders. It is backed by low cliffs  01' earth
and pottery, rising towards the pier and protected along one stretch by iron pilings.
Shoreline Sensitivity Map
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